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SICrIONI I

A. I&CKGROMI

For modern military aircraft, manageable flight at high, near-stall

angles of attack is a key effectiveness and safety factor. The safe

angles of attack and sideslip attainable in level and maneuvering flight

often represent the important differences ir both offensive/defensive

capability and accident histories of otherwise equivalent aircraft. In

the past generation of fighter aircraft, surprise loss of control depar-

ture generally has been of concern as a key maneuver-limiting factor.

The more recent generation has emphsized design for departure resistance

but not necessarily prevention. Many operational pilots desire the

capability to depart the aircraft on command as a last-ditch defensive

maneuver, since departure is generally violent with unpredictable

results from the attacker's viewpoint. The key element then revolves

around departure resistance (or susceptibility), warning, severity, and

recoverability. Accordingly, the issue of improved utility and safety

at high angles of attack has been re-recognized as an a-tea of fruitful

research and development.

The recent upsurge in interest has resulted in numerous studies

devoted to identifying the safety-related maneuver-limiting phenomena

inherent in:

* Buffet

* Pitchup or "dig-in"

* Roll reversal

* Wing rock

• Nose slice .4

* Rolling departure snap roll

. . . I



Some of these phenomena are perturbations about a steady flight

condition (e.g., buffet, wing rock), which not only limit tracking

capability (as shown in Rriference 1) but also may serve as warning of

approaching "departure" from controlled flight (e.g., nose slice, roll-

ing departure). The more interesting and mysterious of these phenomena

are the latter, and considerable effort has been expended in correlating

the angles of attack at which such behavior occurs with various aero-

dynamic stability and control parameters (e.g., References 2-4). Such

open-loop "correlations," while useful, are not so satisfying or in-

structive as the more positive identification of causal factors offered

by the methods developed in Reference 5.

The difficulty is in identifying causal relationships in the complex

interactive pilot/vehicle situation during uncoordinated flight, where

aerodynamic cross-coupling can compound vehicle dynamic characteris-

tics. The previous (Reference 5) analysis and pilot simulation showed

the static aerodynamic cross-coupling coefficients at and N. to contri-

bute to closed-loop nose-slice departure susceptibility and severity in

the A-7 aircraft. It represented an initial successful and promising

new attack on an old problem. But configuration differences among air-

craft types, models and even loadings have been observed to produce

gross differences in behavior through changed aerodynamics and inertial

characteristics. Thus it is desirable that the same methods be applied

to additional high-performance fighter aircraft having widely differing

high AOA handling characteristics to see if further cause-effect rela-

tionships can be identified.

Accordingly, the stated or implied goals of this program are to:

0 Identify key design parameters that limit high-
angle-of-attack maneuverability for contemporary
high-performance attack and fighter-type aircraft.

* Postulate fundamental aerodynamic and control
system design methodologies that will alleviate
the limiting conditions.

* Formulate handling qualities requirements for high
AOA maneuvering flight to be incorporated in MIL-
F-8785C, the military flying qualities specifica-
tion for piloted airplanes.

2



B. TZaUICLA. APKOACW

The research encompassed four major technical areas. The first was

devoted to development and validation of aerodynamic models for two

fighter aircraft having significantly different high AOA maneuver-

limiting characteristics. The two aircraft selected, the F-4J and the

F-14A, were found to represent almost opposite extremes in their range

of departure susceptibility and severity. Attention was then turned to

investigation of maneuver-limiting characteristics of each airframe and

identification of causal relationships based on quasi-linear* analysis

at symmetric and asymmetric (ý 0 0) flight conditions. The causal

parameters were varied to alter the dynamic characteristics of each

airframe at high AOA. Predicted characteristics were checked utilizing

complete six-degree-of-freedom (6 DOF) models with nonlinear

aerodynamics, and any differences between the quasi-linear frozen point

analytic predictions and the nonlinear model results were resolved.

The second task involved development of methods, criteria, and an

associated pilot rating scale, for evaluation of handling qualities when

approaching controllability limits. Previous analysis and simulation

(Reference 5) has demonstrated that the Cooper-Harper handling quality

rating scale is inapplicable for departure/recovery flight situations.

Therefore, a new pilot rating scale is required specifically for high

angles of attack.

The third task, pilot simulation, was performed to evaluate the

influence of intentionally varied maneuver-limiting characteristics

(wing rock, nose slice, etc.) under different normal flying situations

such as training flights and air combat tracking tasks; to identify key

It is recognized that these linear analysis techniques are applied
to phenomena which may be nonlinear in nature. However, the intent of
the study is to investigate in an understandable manner the conditions
which can lead to or precipitate rapid changes in motion, as opposed to
analyzing the fully developed large angle phenomena. Therefore, piece-
wise linearity is appropriate- but care should be taken in attempting
to extrapolate the results. A'i

3



flying quality parameters in terms of departure resistance, warning,

severity, and recovery for possible inclusion in the flying qualities

specification; and to exercise and refine as necessary the new pilot

rating scale.

The fourth task involved assessment and correlation of results of

the simulation with other applicable results and data; and formulation

of high AOA maneuvering flight generalized design guides and flying

qualities criteria for incorporation into MIL-F-8785C.

I'
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SMcron II

AIIRAFT HIGH AOA DYNAMIC CHAWUCrISTICS

This section presents condensed results of an extensive analysis of

T. the high AOA dynamic characteristics of the two example aircraft. The

F-4J is treated first, followed by the F-14A. The high AOA character-

istics of each aircraft are described as determined in flight test and

operational deployment. The analytical models are briefly summarized

and example comparisons shown to demonstrate the match obtained with the

actual aircraft.

Results of linear, frozen-point dynamic analysis at a series of

symmetric and asymmetric (0 0 0) flight conditions are summarized. This

analysis provides insight to potential causal factors behind undesirable

characteristics at high AOA, showing examples of advantages and limita-

tions of such analysis when applied to situations in which aerodynamics

are obviously quite nonlinear. In particular, this section identified

lateral-directional static aerodynamic cross-coupling as a key factor in

determining high AOA stability and controllability characteristics.

A. F-4J ANALYSIS

The F-4J model of the F-4 family was selected because a previously

validated aerodynamic model (Reference 6) was in hand. However, all

versions of the aircraft with an unslattad leading edge wing are

reported to exhibit quite similar high AOA flying characteristics:

increasing AOA produces buffet of increasing severity, increasingly

adverse yaw, wing rock, mild pitch-up, stall, and finally departure. A

representative trimmed lift curve with onset of these handling phenomena

is shown in Figure 1 from Reference 7. Above about 11 deg AOA, aileron

adverse yaw becomes significant and rudder is used for roll control.

Wing rock appears primarily as a rolling-sideslipping motion. It

is often described by pilots as a divergent dutch roll which is easily

5
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Figure 1. Basic F-4 Trimmed Lift Curve (from Ref. 7)

aggravated or caused by pilot lateral stick inputs. The angle of attack

for onset and the severity actually depend upon several facto, ,, includ-
Ing c.g. location, roll inertia or loading (clean vs. external stores),

gear and flap settings, etc. It is generally more pronounced at light

weight, with low roll inertia, and at forward c.g. The oscillations

generally require 10 sec or more of sustained high AOA to develop.

Amp.Litudes can be large enough (*30 deg ý and t10 deg 0) to interfere

with tracking performance, or to be highly uncomfortable when escorting

considcrably slower aircraft.

The mild pitch-up is alleviated by a pitch rate damper but does

result in some lightening of stick forces. It has been described by

some pilots as a "dig-in" during slow turns. Possibly it is more of a

stall warning cue than a maneuver-limiting problem.

Departure Is described variously as nose slice, roll departure, or

both. Its onset also appears to depend upon c.g. location and aircraft

Inertia variations. Although shown in Figure 1 to occur at considerably

higher AQA than wing rock, departure is not n-.cessarily preceded by wing

rock- especially if AOA is rapidly increased.

6
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1. Analytic Model

The F-4J aerodynamic model (Reference 6) was derived fr=m three

excellent but separate data sources (References 8-10). It was assembled

to model as closely as possible the F-4J sub- and transonically for a

moviag-base simulation used to train U.S. Navy pilots in air combat

maneuvering. It therefore had to be a very good representation of the

complete aircraft in high AOA maneuvertng up through stall. The instruc-

tor pilots pronounced the simulation "credible and realistic of actual

F-4J handling characteristics."

The history of development of the complete aerodynamiic model and the

data package is presented in Part III, Appendix I. In brief, the aero-

dynamic coefficients represent the following flight regime:

0 < a < +110 deg

-30 < 0 < +30 deg

For this analysis the look-up table data were restricted to low Mach

(<0.4) and a single altitude (h - 15,000). Weight and inertia charac-

terietics representative of partially full internal fuel tanks, an empty

600 gal centerline tank, and missile pylons on wing stations 2 and 8

have been assumed.

Conventional 6 DOF equations plus kinematic terms are amployed with

the moment equations in body centerline axes, the force equations in

wind ax4s, and aircraft orientation angles in standard Euler axes. The

nonlinear equations of motion, aerodynamic force aad moment equations,

auxiliary equations, etc., are detailed in Appendix I (Part III).

A block diagram of the basic flight control and augmentation mech-

anization is presented in Figure 2. Aircraft control is exetted through

horizontal stabilator (Sstab), rudder ( 6 r), aileron ( 6 a), and spoiler

(Sp) surfaces. The aileron and spoileu systems are interconnected

such that lateral deflection of tha coLatrol stick produces downward

7
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deflection of one aileron and upward deflection of the opposite spoiler.

Stability augmentation is provided in all three axes, but it is common

practice for the pilot to turn the roll damper off during high AOA

maneuvering. The complex artificial feel system was not modeled in this

analysis and simulation.

2. Nodel Validation

As a part of the checkout and acceptance test, the simulation based

on the Reference 6 aerodynamic data was flown through various offensive

and defensive air combat maneuvers, stalls, and departures by Navy in-

structor pilots, who indicated that it adequately represented the F-4J

handling and performance. This provided the first gross validation of

the aerodynamic model.

Actual flight test traces of F-4J high AOA dynamic responses are not

available to compare against those of the mathematical models. The

available high AOA flight traces are from an F-4E stall/post-stall

flight test (Reference 11). However, Reference 12 indicates that all

hard-wing models of the F-4 have approximately the same stall/departure

characteristics. The F-4E has a nose section approximately 5 ft longer

than the F-4J; this could cause some difference in side force due to

asymmetric vortex shedding at high AOA (Reference 13). In addition the

flight test vehicle was equipped with a spin chute, had a reinforced aft

fuselage structure to handle the spin chute loads, and is presumed to

have offsetting ballast in the nose. Thus, its pitch and yaw inertia

characteristics are quite different from the F-4J, as shown in Table 1.

This difference is assumed to have minor influence on the sequence of

stall/departure characteristics with increasing AOA. The larger yaw

inertia and longer nose (greater vortex shedding) of the F-4E could be

offsetting departure susceptibility factors. But the inertia differ-

ences should produce measurable differences in dynamic response parame-

ters such as dutch roll frequency, response to control inputs, and 4
angular rates associated with departure. For example, scaling parame-

ters by the ratio of inertias gives ratios of Wsp and wd of 1.11.

9
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TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF F-4E AND F-4J

WEIGHTS AND INERTIAS

F-4E (Reference 11) F-4J

Sstores Empty tank Empty tank

Wing stores Pylons 1, 2, 8, 9 Pylons 2, 8

W (Ib) 40,000 37,000

c.g. (% •) 28.1 29.3

Ix (slug-ft 2 ) 27,500 23,850

I y (slug-ft 2 ) 157,000 127,400

Iz (slug-ft 2 ) 180,600 146,000

Ixz (slug-ft 2 ) 5,500 2,210

Example comparisons between the F-4E test results and the nonlinear

6 DOF F-4J math model are shown in Figures 3-5. Figure 3 shows the F-4E

at a nearly steady AOA averaging about 23 deg. The rudder trace indi-

cates that the yaw damper is on. The wing rock starts as a divergent

dutch roll but then appears to limit at approximately 40-50 deg roll

amplitude with a */0 ratio between 2 and 3. Also the divergence grows

linearly, instead of exponentially as it would at constant C. During

the large, constant-amplitude 0 and 8 oscillation, the AOA trace shows a

small oscillation at twice the frequency of the lateral oscillation.

Figure 4 is the F-4J simulation trimmed to ao 0 23 deg and disturbed

by a lateral etick pulse. Here the dutch roll also diverges almost

linearly for about three cycles and then becomes limited in amplitude.

The */R ratio is about 3 during the limit cycle. An oscillation devel-

ops in the AOA trace, again with a frequency double that of the lateral

oscillation. The characteristics are remarkably similar except for the

period of the oscillations. The higher frequency of the F-4E oscilla-

tions is most likely due to a higher dynamic pressure. In Figure 3 the

10
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SFLIGHT TEST

AVF-4J SIMULATION

Figure 5. Departure During Left Turn

aircraft was pulled up to a A 23 dog within about 10 sec and then held

at this AOA for about 15 sec. The initial Mach number was not indi-

cated. In Figure 4 the model was trimmed at an initial speed corre-

sponding to ao a 23 deg. If all other factors were exactly the same,

the difference in frequency shown here would be accounted for with only

a 30 percent difference in speed.

The computer-generated images of Figure 5 show a comparison of the

F-4E aircraft and the F-4J model departures from a wind-up turn to the

left. The departure onset is quite similar. Both depart with a nose

slice away from the turn accompanied by a roll oscillation. The F-4E

ends up with more of a rolling departure, while the F-4J ends with more

of a yaw departure (nose slice). This difference in final motion is +1

probably influenced greatly by the differences in inertias. The F-4E

* has 24 percent higher yaw inertia and 7.3 percent higher ratio of yaw to

roll inertia. Thus it could be expected to be more resistant to yaw

departure and prone to roll departure.

13I
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Since our main interest is in modeling and establishing causal rela-

tionships leading to high AOA maneuver-limiting factors rather than
modeling post-stall gyration and spin, the foregoing match of the non-
linear wing rock behavior and nose slice onset is considered to be one

validation of the aerodynamic model. Appendix I of Part III and por-
tions of the analysis and simulation to be presented later offer addi-

tional validation.

One key aspect is that the aerodynamic model demonstrates both limit
cycle wing rock and nose slice departure without introducing artificial
hysteresis in aerodynamic coefficients (Reference 14), drastic changes
in roll damping (Reference 10), or contrived elevator control asymmetry

(Reference 15).

3. Dyeamle AnalymI.

In high AOA maneuvering flight it is not uncommon for the aircraft

to be in asymmetric (0 0 0) flight - either intentionally or uninten-

tionally. Previous studies (e.g., References 5, 16-18) have shown that

static aerodynamic cross-coupling due to sideslip can have significant

influence on aircraft stability and dynamic characteristics and possibly

the departure characteristics. For example, Figures 6-8 reflect the

pitch, roll, and yaw aerodynamic moments, respectively, for our F-4J

model as a function of a and 0. For simplicity the aerodynamic moments

were assumed symmetric with sideslip. Over the region 15 < a < 25 deg

pitching moment is significantly influenced by sideslip, and rolling and

yawing moments due to sideslip vary greatly with AOA. This is tha same

AOA region in which the various maneuver-lLmiting characteristics of the

F-4 are exhibited. Thus, in the analysis to follow, attention will be

devoted to examining the possible influence of static aerodynamic cross-

coupling on high AOA maneuver-limiting factors. Aircraft open-loop

stability characteristics will be analyzed first, and then closed-loop
piloted control aspects will be determined.

14
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a. 0pen-Loop Dynamic Characteristics

Figure 9 presents a locus of longitudinal short-period ar,.1 lateral

dutch roll root migrations with AOA in wings-level, symmetric, 1-g

flight at an altitude of 15,000 ft. These dynamic parameters eepresent

symmetricb linearized, fixed-operating-point conditions. With

increasing AOA the dutch roll wode is seen to progress from a lightly

damped stable mode to oscillatory divergence and, finally, to a pair of

aperiodic divergences while the longitudinal short period remains

relatively unchanged.

Also shown in the figure is the AOA at which the dynamic stability

parameter Cn~dyn becomes zero. At lower AOA the parameter is poqitive,

16
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Figure 9. F-4J Lateral-Longitudinal Short-Period Root
Migration with a; 00 W 0

indicating directional dynamic stability. At high AOA the parameter is

negative, indicating directional dynamLc instability. The AOA regions

below and above Cn~dyn - 0 are identified as wing-rock and nose-slice

regions, which correlate quite well with the AOA ranges identified with

these characteristics in the F-4E flight test, Figure 10 (from Refer-

ence 19).

The influence of non-zero sideslip at trim on the dutch roll and

short-period frequencies and damping is reflected in Figure 11. The

6 DOF aircraft was trimmed to 1.5 and 5.5 deg sideslip and linearized

transfer function parameters obtained. These indicate that the dutch

roll is destabilized and the short-period stabilized by steady sideslip.

Thus there is an apparent interchange of damping between the two moderi

while the overall system damping remains essentially constant.

Unfortunately, comparison of dynamic characteristics predicted by

linear frozen-point analysis in Figures 9 and 11 with the actual flight

17



Aim Normal Aim Normal
Gross Weight Load Factor Gross Weight Load Factor

Symbol (Ib) (g) Symbol (Ib) (g)
o 40,500 1.0 1 35,200 2.0
r 40,000 1.0 34,800 3.0
A 39,400 1.0 0 40,000 1.0
S39,200 1.0 39,700 2,0

39,000 1.5 38,700 2.0
* 39,200 2.0 43,500 1.0
w 37,100 1.0 43,200 1.0
S36,500 1.0 42,700 2.0

3 36,200 1.0 42,200 3.0
35,700 1.0 41,700 3.0

41,300 1.0

a (deg)

a at Onset 26w
of Nose Slice 21

16

a at Heavy 0 .

Wing Rock 21-
(±20 deg roll)

16-

26-*
a at Onset 10 -
of Wing Rock

A0
16 A u- . - -. . I.

22 24 26 28 30 32 34
Aircraft cg Position (pct MAC)

Figure 10. F-4E Stall Approach Characteristics
(From Ref. 19)
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Figure 11. F-4J 6 DOF Linearized Equation; Lateral-
Longitudinal Root Migration with a and 0

traces of Figure 3 or nonlinear 6 DOF model" •traces .of Figure 4 shows

several significant differences. The wing rock linear analysis predicts

a dutch roll divergence of increasing amplitude as a, 0, or both are
increased, and a longitudinal short-period with a frequency quite close

to the dutch roll frequency, but heavily damped. The traces of

Figures 3 and 4 show the dutch roll divergence bounded in amplitude and

a low-damped longitudinal oscillation at about twice the dutch roll

frequency.

Figure 12 shows a similar set of nonlinear time response character-

istics for the open-loop 6 D0F nonlinear model trimmed to ao W 21 deg

and Oo - 0 de& and excited with an aileron pulse. From Figure 12 it is

apparent that the longitudinal oscillation results from rectifying the

lateral oscillation and the sharp peaks of pitching acceleration
coincide with sideslip passing through zero. Thus•, the nonlinear-.type ,

behavior appears to be caused by lateral-longitudilnal coupling due toi

sides lip. i

A nine-by-nine matrix of aerodynamic and kinematic terms for

couipled, non-symmetric flight obtained from the partial derivative !

expansion of the nine equations of motion is presented in Figure 13. •
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t1
The major derivatives and kinematic terms are identified in literal form

and, for comparison with Figure 12, have been evaluated at -o W 21 deg

and 80 w 1.5 deg. The principal cross-coupling at this small sideslip

angle is seen to be due to MO, J and N. The influences of these

derivatives on actual vehicle dynamic response can best be seen through

the use of eigenvectors and vector polygons.

Figure 14 contains the eigenvectors for the dutch roll and short-

period modes. These show both modes to be dominated by roll, side-

slip, and pitch, with the difference between the modes being primarily

motion phasing and damping. For example, in the dutch roll, q and 8 are

nearly 180 deg out of phase, while in the short-period they are nearly

in phase. However, the short-period is so well damped (48p A 0.6) that

it would in'luence only the first second or two of the time responses

shown in Figure 12. Therefore, the observed time responses must be due

entirely to the dutch roll.

Vector polygons for the four principal motion equations are pre-

sented in Figure 15. Each polygon represents a force or moment equa-

tion. The polygon's sides show the contributions of each motion varia-

ble to the total acceleration. Vector lengths are a product of the

appropriate stability derivatives and eigenvectors evaluated at the

dutch roll frequency. The predicted motion is mostly rolling (p), with
sideslip (8), and pitching (q) about the same magnitude, and with com-

paratively little yawing . The polygons for ; and u are so small

that they can be neglected. The vector polygons provide the first

insight to the causer| for the change in modal response character's-

tics. The p vector polygon shows phasing of the cto vector opposite

to that for the tip vector. Thus the aerodynamic cross-coupling

coefficient, , in effect opposes the normal aerodynamic damping

term, t, and therefoý.e increases the rolling tendency of the aircraft.

Since the aerodynamic cross-coupling coefficients increase in magnitude

as the trim sideslip increases, oue can readily visualize that at higher

sideslip angles, ;C can actually become greater than Li. Then one

could expect the model to exhibit a roll divergence for large a and 8

perturhations.

22
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S Equation

r + a + r + a

a

/ Equation

r~/

P ~Equation

r qa )9vP+#-L cosOo-rcos ao+p sin ao
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Figure 15. F-4J Force Vector Folygons;
a0 0 21 deg, 00 - 1.5 deg

The • vector polygon indicates that this vehicle motion derives pri-

marily from the kinematic coupling of roll rate about the body center-

line axis at the elevated AOA.

In the r vector polygon the p vector is misaing because the aero-

dynamic coefficient N" in negligible at this flight condition. The

vector N~a has a relatively large component in phase with N~i so that

the aerodynamic cross-coupling from longitudinal into lateral augments

the natural yaw damping and thus contributes to reducing body-axis

yawing motion. All of this contributes to the dominance of roll and

sideslip in the Figure 12 wing rock.

Finally the q vector polygon shows that the MOB vector is of oppo-

site phase and is larger in magnitude the'n the damping -aector derived

24
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from the aerodynamic derivatives Mq + M&. Thus the sideslip-induced

pitching moment overpowers the normal aerodynamic damping and forces the

double frequency oscillation observed in the time traces. MO changes

sign with 0 (Figure 6). Since pitch inertia is considerably larger than

roll inertia for this aircraft, a transfer of energy from the unstable

lateral mode into the stable longitudinal mode may be a contributing

factor in bounding the lateral-directional mode divergence. The influ-

once of reducir. Cm 8 is shown in Figure 16. In this case, Cm is small

but not zero. Comparing these traces with those of Figure 12 demon-

strates the strong influence Ma has in bounding the lateral divergence.

It is concluded for our model that the roll/sideslip oscillation

starts as a divergent dutch roll with small sideslip excursions. As

sideslip 'increases, coupling causes a nonlinear behavior which bounds

the divergence. Thus F-4J wing rock, per se, is a nonlinear phenomenon

dominated by static aerodynamic latoral-longitudinal cross-coupling.

Further, the vector polygons show that except for the damping

derivatives do not have a significant influence on high AOA dynamic

characteristics.

This analysis has also shown that one must exercise caution in the

use or interpretation of open-loop transfer function parameters even

when obtained from 6 DOF fixed operating point conditions. Such param-

eters are limited to relatively small sideslip conditions such as onset

to wing rock or departure .'ind hence better reflect susceptibility to

these maneuver-limiting factors rather than describing the resulting

vehicle motion.

b. Closed-Loop Dynamic Characteristics

The closed-loop dynamic characteristics of arny system are strongly

influenced by transfer function numerator roots (zeros) in or near the

range of the desired bandwidth of control. When controlling any motion

variable with any controller, the numerator zeros of that transfer func-

tion attract denominator (open-loop) poles. Hence these zeros alter

closed-loop stability and modal response characteristics of the vehicle

in proportion to the tightness (gain) of the loop closure. Thus certain
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I
zeros can become high AOA maneuver-limiting factors in that they cause

or influence closed-loop roll reversal, wing rock (lateral PIO), and

departure (nose slice or roll). This observation applies to loops

closed both by the pilot and by automatic feedback systems. The key

numerators for piloted control are Natk', an d Natab. The F-4J

augmentation systems are of little concern due to limited SAS authori-

ties and very low loop gains at high AOA and low dynamic pressure.

Lateral stick control of roll. Under normal low AOA flight

6 .situations, the 3 DOF equations produce a transfer function

6k(G) Atk

N - IA[s 2 + 24,00a + wd]

A (a (+ l/T9)(s + 1/TR)(g 2 + 2%dwds + Wd)

with values of wo and 40w in the vicinity of those for the dutch roll

mode, Wd and ýdwd. With this loop closure the zeros attract (modify)

the dutch roll, causing the closed-loop root locus (with increasing

feedback gain K) to take on a form typified by the sketch below.

1w
Wd

Acmd + Bstk I(s) (A

-2
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21
As AOA is increased, 5, generally decreases and can become negative

in value. When this occurs, N1.tk is of the form

NI + _L + T

atk (als Tol) 042

where one root Is positive and one is negative. With the high AOA shift

in open-loop denominator roots, the root locus often takes on the form

shown below.

2 1w

I. , =- ujfu.m-•b-

-I I

TO 2  TR TS To7

In this case the spiral root, -l/T., is driven toward the right

half-plane (RHP) zero and a first-order instability (divergence) re-

sults. The rate of divergence depends upon how far the zero lies in the

RHP and how tightly the loop is closed.

Migration of the F-4J open-loop zeros with AOA at zero sideslip

is reflected by the solid lines in Figure 17, which indicate an almost
2

linear decrease in wh (at constant damping) with increase In AOA up to

a - 18 dog. Above this angle, w is negative and the RHP root location

is quite AOA-sensitive. Also noted on the figure are the regions asso-

ciated with wing rock and nose slice from Figure 10. Wing rock occurs

28
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Figure 17. Nastk Root Migration with AOA; F-4J
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in the region where ý is small; nose slice occurs in the region where

I/To1 is large and negative.

2
Actually, negative WO reflects steady-state roll opposite to that

commanded by stick deflection. This is generally due to large adverse

aileron yaw, since (after Reference 20)

W2 Ndstk

s tk

where stk -8 + 1 *66sp At high AOA, N2 is 0ma, • is large

negative, and N6stk determines the sign of W. Adverse (negative) N'k

then tends to produce negative 2 and the RHP zero. In physical terms,

adverse yaw produces sideslip and, in turn, roll reversal due to

It thus becomes apparent that the nose slice region identified in Fig-

ure 17 may be related to strong adverse aileron yaw and the magnitude of

the RHP zero.

The dashed lines of Figure 17 show the values of 2 and 24€w (or

1/To,, 1/T02 ) for -0 - 5.5 deg. Whereas increasing AOA at 0 a 0 causes

W2 to decrease steadily and finally become negative, when 8 0 0 the
2

aerodynamic cross-coupling causes • to stay pos.tive end close to t•he

dutch roll mode but the damping ratio, C, becomes negative (see sketch

below).

'd
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The promixity of W, and wd means low residue for the dutch roll mode

in roll control with stick when 0 0 0. Thus sideslip should reduce the

roll content of the unstable dutch roll mode; this is consistent with

the observed bounding of the roll oscillation divergence in Figures 4

and 16.

Rudder control of roll. When the region of adverse aileron yaw is

reached, roll control is maintained via rudder. This produces yaw and

sideslip-induced roll in the same direction and thus much more rapid

turning than just yawing moment and side force would produce. The

rudder-to-roll numerator, is of the form

"NJ a (+ s (a+ 1
r1 A~br T•r ., ,

Otte root is always positive (RHP) as shown in Figure 18. The RHP zero

results from adverse roll due to lo" It is apparent from Figure 18

that the zeros of X are not greatly influenced by either AOA or side-tr

slip.

Again this control structure portends closed-loop instability since

some pole m-ist be driven toward the RHP zero. However, these zeros lie

at high frequencies relative to the low-frequeacy bandwidth normally

achieved with rudder control via the pilot's legs. Rudder-to-roll con-

trol handling qualtties are normally dominated by the low-frequency

spiral and roll subsidence modes, and at high AOA these remain stable

and well behaved. While this type of control is "unnatural," it does

not result in roll stability problems at low gain closures.
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Figure 18. N Root Migration with AOA; F-4J

Stabilator control of pitch. Closed-loop control of pitch attitude

becomes pertinent to maneuver-limiting if and when the numerator for

stabIlator control of pitch, NastbP a eo nteUF tzr
sideslip the transfer function is of the form

8(s) 1astab

N - A 2ý ~ +w]s + 2-, 5pWQ ++~
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On the F-4J, I/T 0 2 decreases with increasing AOA and finally couples

V; with I/T 0 1 to form a complex pair which almost cancels the longitudinal

phugoid mode. Thus these zeros remain well behaved. However, when

there is sideslip so that static aerodynamic cross-coupling becomes

significant, the numerator contains additional zeros related to lateral-

directional modes.

It was discovered (Reference 5) that such coupling in the A-7 air-

craft produced an RHP zero, l/Te3 , and subsequent pilot control of pitch

attitude via the stabilator caused a closed-loop directional divergence

which has the appearance of a nose slice. A similar situation exists

in the F-4J aircraft, Figure 19 presents pole and zero locations for

Co- 23 deg and 00 a 5.3 deg. The coupled 6 DOF equations (Figure 19a)

produce two real zeros (one RUP, one LHP), one complex pair which nearly

cancels the phugoid, and one higher-frequency complex pair.

The source of the low-frequency zeros can be determined by elimin-

ating the velocity equation, which should reduce the phugoid mode to

a first-order pole at the origin and eliminate the speed numerator zero,

l/Tel. It may be observed in Figure 19b that the only change is in the

phugoid dipole pair which became first-order as expected.

Next, as in Reference 5, the cross-coupling terms I and Ný are set

to zero in the 6 DOF equations to identify the lateral-directional

modes. This is shown in Figure 19c where the pole-zero cancellations

show the two real zeros to be related to the roll subsidence, 1/TR, and

spiral, 1/T., modes and the higher-freque.cy complex zeros to be related

to the dutch roll.

Figure 20 is a system survey for closure of the pitch attitude loop

for the augmented* (SAS on) airframe at this same trim condition. The

lower figure is a root locus and the upper figure is a Bode-siggie

(Reference 20). The root locus show. the migration of roots from the

*The slight difference in airframe dynamic parameters between

Figures 20 and 11 indicates the very minor influence of the SASs at high
AQA and low dynamic pressure conditions.
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open-loop poles toward the open-loop zeros as gain is increased. It

provides information concerning closed-loop frequency and damping as a

function of gain but does not provide information concerning sensitivity

to gain change. The Bode-siggie presents the open-loop transfer func-

tion umplitude and phase as functions of frequency where the amplitude

is evaluated for s - ju (Bode) and s - o (siggie). The + symbols iden-

tify migration of complex LtP closed-loop pole frequency with increasing

gain (Bode-root locus, Reference 20) and the 0 symbols similar migra-

tion of closed-loop pkdlex in the RHP. Closed-loop first-order roots

lie at the intersection of the gain closure lines and the a amplitude

curves. Thus these survey plots allow identification of closed-loop

roots at a specific gain "a-lue, and sensitivity of root value to changes

in gain.

In order to provide any pitch attitude control whatsoever, the loop

gain must he sufficiently high that the closure line crosses the Bode

plot below the -20 dB low-frequency asymptote, i.e., with a gain 20 dB

or greater. Generally the crossover will be at or above the short-

period frequency - again in the vicinity of -30 to -40 dB. The root

locus plot has tick marks showing closed-loop root locations for gains

of 20 and 32 dB. This shove that the root moving toward I/T8 3 has
already reached the RHP, and divergence, with the gain at 20 dB. By

32 dB the first-order divergence has a time constant of 4 sec. Thus any

attempted control of pitch attitude results in a divergence. This

divergence is due to lateral-longitudinal coupling and is evidenced in a

lateral motion.

Figure 21 shows values for the reel zeros 1/Te3 and 1/T at o0

5.5 deg and ao from 21 to 25 deg. These indicate that at non-zero

sideslip and AOA increasing above 20 deg 1/T 6 3 rapidly moves to negative

values which portend closed-loop first-order divergence time constants

as low as 1 sec. Again this coincides with the nose slice region

observed in flight test.
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Coupling numerators. When the aircraft is in asymmetric,

sideslipping flight, any control action in the longitudinal axis

influences the lateral-directional numerator and vice versa. Thio can

be illustrated as follows:

6 rsf -Airf rame

~ree Oral
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The effective transfer function for each control loop becomes

N2 t'b N'.db + YýNo b~N0 6 + y•Nstabtgtk'_

Ngstab Nts k+Ystab tk

A A

where Nostab .tk is the numerator term due to cross-coupling effects.*

Both the 0 and ý numerators are modified by the same coupling numerator;

the extent of the influenca depends upon how tightly the other loop is

being closed. This influence can be determined by treating the

effective numerator as a closed-loop system and identifying the

migration of numerator roots as the loop gain (Y, or Ye) is variedo

e.g., the roots of the e numerator are obtained from

0 e

N6stab = stab + YN6stabtstk 0

Y NN6tahb
1 + stk 0

Nstab

The uncoupled numerator roots become the poles of this system and

the coupling numerator roots are the zeros. The root migration is

controlled by the pilot gain, Y@. For the Figure 20 example case of

Uo W 23 deo, 00 a 5.5 deg, the transfer function is

YA@N~tab~stk , -. 0029(-1.35)(1.69)[.993; .102]Yý
N• ~ ~-.0352(-.896)(1 .49) [.404; ".148 [.,267; .651] T•

Sstab

*The reader is referred to page 163 et seq. of Reference 20 for a

thorough development and treatise of multiloop control oystems analysis.
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where first-order factors (s + a) are represented by (a) and second-

order factors [s 2+ 2;wns + w2] by [4; Wn]" Assuming Y to be a simple

positive gain, this produces a root locus of the form shown in the

sketch below. Thus pilot control of the roll attitude loop via aileron

and opoiler causes the 1RHP zero of the pitch numerator to move further

into the RHP because the root of the coupling numerator, lies beyond

L/Te3.

1.0

dX

R

Similarly, pilot aontrol of pitch attitude via stiabi"ator alters the

roll numerator a*

A YONO~ -. 0029(-1.33)(1.69)[.993; .102 1Ye

which, for Yeassumed a simple negative gain, produces a root locus of

the form sketched below. This 'results in che Rill WO complex pair being

driven to the real axis with one root eventually moving further into the

RUP while the other moves into the LflP.

jW

1.0

P pd

Cr -1.0 1.0
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Thus in each instance the influence of the coupling numerator is

definitely not beneficial; the coupling can further degrade closed-loop

control in both axes.

Since F-4 pilots are normally instructed to use rudder to roll at

high AOA, the influence of this control technique may be observed from

the transfer functions (again at mo = 23 deg, 8 - 5.5 deg):

'Y0stabt -. 009(1.77)(-3.03)[.180; .148]Y¥
' • " -0O35f(-.a96)(1".49)['.4U4'4 .1415['.261; .851j

Nastab

YeNdstabtr = -. 009(l.77)(-3.04)[.160; .148]Ye

0oo417(l.90)-3.04)1.180; .14.][.Z , O]

Use of rudder to roll modifies the pitch numerator in much the same

manner as does use of aileron and spoiler. This can be seen by

comparing values of the coupling numerator terms. On the other hand,

pitch control has little influence on the rudder roll numerator because

nearly all numerator and denominator roots cancel. Thus it appears that

this control strategy produces the most consistent closed-loop lateral-

directional dynamic properties at high AOA and non-zero sideslip, which

also might be a reason pilots do not mind using this technique.

Summary. This analysis has shown several areas in wvich control-

numerator dynamic parameters can become maneuver-limiting factors for

the F-4J. These limits are generally associated with zeros migrating to

the RHP at high AOA in asymmetric (0 0 0) flight.

The R•P zero of N i8tk is due to adverse "aileron" yaw (N;stk nega-

tive) and results in roll reversal. The attendant sideslip causes the

* zeros to shift toward the dutch roll poles. This proximity reduces

the roll contribution in the dutch roll mode and produces a nonlinear

bounding of dutch roll (or wing rock) oscillation amplitude.

One RHP zero xists in rwhether the aircraft is in asymmetric

flight or not. However, that root is at a frequency sufficiently above

the region in which rudder control is generally exerted thet it does not

pose a closed-loop stability problem.
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An RHP zero can occur in N6 stab due to aerodynamic cross-coupling

with non-zero sideslip. This zero results in a first-order divergence

mode if stabilator control of pitch attitude is attempted.

Asymmetric flight also produces lateral-longitudinal control cou-

pling that further aggravates these undesirable BlIP zero locations of

the key e and 0 numerators.

Thus the aerodynamic cross-coupling associated with sideslip tends

to dominate the F-4J high AOA flying qualities. Values of the cross-

coupling derivative. evaluated at 00 - 5.5 deg and a range of A0A are

shown in Figure 22. Comparing these with the root migrations in

Figures 9 and 11 demonstrates their significance. The regions where

large shifts in dynamic parameters occur coincide with large magnitude

of cross-coupling derivatives. Also, it should be noted that the

magnitude of the cross-coupling derivatives is directly proportional to

the magnitude of sideslip.

The foregoing analytic results must be viewed with some caution

since it was shown that linearized, fixed-operating-point dynamic

parameters do not necessarily reflect the actual open-loop dynamics of

the nonlinear airframe. On the other hand, the apparent correlation

between bouncing of dutch roll divergence and movement of w zeros with

4-

-2

Figure 22. F-4J Static Aerodynamic Cross-Coupling
Derivatives; o0 5.5 deg
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sideslip, and the AOA region for nose slice observed in actual flight

with the region where the RHP zeros of Nstab a t are large is

quite encouraging.

B. 1-14A AN&LY3IS

The F-14A configuration does not have wing leading-edge slats. This

aircraft has variable wing sweep; at M < 0.5 the wings are in the full

forward (A - 22 deg) position. The unaugmented airframe is classified

as departure resistant, but it can be departed (References 21 and 22).

It remains laterally stable and longitudinally controllable at full aft

stick (AOA approximately 50 deg with wings forward). It has a mild

dutch roll instability starting at about 15 deg AOA. The oscillations

are aggravated if the pilot attempts to oppose the motion with either

lateral stick or rudder. The dutch roll mode becomes stable again at

about 23-25 deg AOA. Roll reversal due to adverse yaw from the aileron

and differential horizontal stabilizer also starts at about 18 deg

AOA. Prolonged deflection of the lateral stick at a > 2U deg will

result in a departure, characterized by a rapid increase in "adverse"

yaw rate, which may develop into a series of uncommanded rolls with the

appearance of snap rolls. At low speed, departure can occur at AOA as

low an 21 deg. The departure characteristics are a function of wing

sweep, c.g. location, and Mach number. The airplane will spin and has a

non-recoverable flat spii mode.

1. Analytic Model

The F-14A aerodynamic model was derived from several sources (Refer-

ences 23-27). The data base was taken from the NASA/Langley Differen-

tial Maneuvering Simulator (DHS) report of Reference 23. This fixed-

base piloted simulation was considered by Grumman test pilots to p)rovide

a valid representation of high AOA dynamic characteristics observed In

early flight tests. However, time traces obtained from thena same acro-

dynamic data did not match available flight test records. Therefore

the data were modified on the basis of information Qbtcined from other
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references, discussions with F-14 aerodynamicisats at Grumman, and

finally, as necessary to match available flight test data.

The resulting aerodynamic model, together with supportive documenta-

tion for each aerodynamic coefficient, is detailed in Part III, Appendix

II. The data cover the rangei

0 < a < 55 deg; -20 < 0 < +20 deg

at low Mach (0.2). At this low speed the variable-sweep wing is

nominally in its full forward (A w 22 deg) position, so wing sweep

influence is not included.

Based upon the F-4J analysis, the koy high AOA aerodynamic moments

are Ct(,O,), Cn(aO) and Cm(&,O). The roll moment (Figure 23) is seen

to remain essentially constant for a > 15 deg and 0 < 10 deg, as opposed

to the F-4Js significant decrease in Cj(a,O) for a > 15 deg (Figure 7).

The yaw moment (Figure 24) i, similar to the F-4JW (Figure 8) for

a < 17 deg, but for a > 17 deg both the slopes with respect to a and the

maximum values with vespect to 0 8r1 approximately half those of the

F-4J. The combination of less negative Cn. and larger negative CLO pro-

duces positive values of the dynamic stability parameter rn0dyn through-

out the 55 deg A0A range.

The pitch moment with sideslip (Figure 25) is also similar to that

of the F-4J over the range 10 < c4 < 25 deg, where it is negative. How-

ever, above a - 35 deg, Cma becomes positive.

Weight, c.g., and moments and product of inertia for the clean (no

external stores) aircraft were provided by Grumman. These are shown in

Table 2 with F-4J values for comparison. All inertias are in the

fuselage centerline reference axis system. Aircraft dimensions are also

presented for comparison.
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF F-14A AND F-4J WEIGHTS,
INERTIAS, AND DIMENSIONS

Parameter F-14A F-4J

W (Ib) 46,950 37,000

c.g. (% B) 16.0 29.3

Ix (slug-ft 2 ) 58,950 23,850

ly (slug-ft 2) 225,600 127,400

Iz (slug-ft 2) 285,000 146,000

I z (slug-ft 2 ) -3030 2210

A (deo) 22 45

S (ft 2) 565 530

b (ft) 64.1 38.67

a (ft) 9.8 16.04

The inertia differences between the vehicles are large. Although

the F-,14A is some 27 percent heavier than the F-4J with comparable

fuel loading, the inertias range from 77 to 147 percent higher and the

product of inertia is of opposite sign. This has considerable influence

on the ratios of aerodynamic to kinematic terms in the model and greatly

influences coupling effects, as will be shown later.

Aircraft control is exerted through a horizontal stabilizer ( 6stab),

twin rudders ( 6 r)d spoilers (6B.), and differential horizontal ( 6 D) sur-

face deflections. Simplified block diagrams of the flight control and

augmentation systems are shown in Figures 26-28. The longitudinal aye-

tem contains a feel system (spring cartridge, variable gearing ratio,

bobweights), a limited-authority pitch rate SAS, and a surface actuator.

However, the analysis and simulation are based on a simple fixed stick-

to-surface gain and pitch rate SAS.
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Figure 28. F-14A Directional Control System

' The lateral system (Figure 27) has a roll rate command augmentation

system (CAS) in parallel with a mechanical stLek-surface link. At high
AOA the spoilers are ineffective and all roll control is obtained

through differential horizontal, 6D" The roll rate CAS operates only

through the differential horizontal, and the electrical path gains are

varied with AOA such that the CAS command and feedback fades to zero
when 20 < a < 31 deg and, simultaneously, the electric stick-surface
path fades in to cancel all but *2 deg of mechanical path surface

command. Thus, for a > 31 deg there is no roll rate damping augmenta-
tion and the pilot can only command t2 deg of differential horizontal

surface.

The rudder system (Figure 28) contains a fixed gain mechanical. link

from pedals to surface actuators, a conventional yaw damper with yaw

rate and lateral acceleration feedback, and a lateral stick-to-rudder

crossfeed (SRI). At a > 10 deg the yaw SAS is cut out and the SRI faded
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in. The SRI signal, passed through a first-order lag filter (break

frequency 8 tad/see), reaches full gain at a 0 20 deg. Above a - 20 deg

full lateral stick deflection produces 19 deg of rudder deflection.

Thus for the AOA region uZ interest, a > 20 deg, the airframe is

essentially unaugmented in the lsteral-directional axes and the control

stick effectively moves the stabilator for pitching and twin rudders for

rolling.

2. Model Validation

F-14A flight test data covering the appropriate AOA region were

provided by the aircraft manufacturer (Reference 28). Unfortunately,

the data were extracted from tests of three aircraft having slightly

different weights, inertias, flight contfol systems, and flight test

iustrumentation. Since the flight test goals involved flight control

and leading edge flap system development rather than identification of

basic airframe dynamics, most runs were contaminated by SAS effects,

pilot control inputs, or configuration influences. The model validation

therefore was based on general response monehing of a few short time
"windows" of bare-airframe response or rei0.ý.-4ly uncontaminated traces,

plus observation that the sequence of dynamic characteristic changes

with increasing AOA described previously was indeed achieved.

Figure 29 presents results of a static longitudinal validation check

based upon a 1-g stall in which AOA is increased steadily from 10 deg to

almost 40 deg with a ramp horizontal stabilizer input. The circled

points reflect the excellent agreement for horizontal stabilizer inputs

required to achieve the noted AOA trim condition at 35,000 ft altitude

with the aerodynamic model.

Figure 30 is a short ttme-slice of the divergent dutch roli at

approximately 15 deg AOA. Motion is excited by a lateral stick doublet

which, through the SRI, produces both differential horizontal and rudder

doublets. Both the yaw and roll rate SASs are then turned off, and the

subsequent oscillation represents the "bare" airframe in the lateral-

directional sense. As with the F-4J, the envelope of the oscillation
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seems to grow linearly rather Lhan exponentially, which indicates

nonlinear damping. Also. the AOA trace shows an oscillation at twice

the dutch roll frequency. The motion on the 6stab trace indicates the

pitch SAS was on and responding to the longitudinal oscillation.

Figure 31 presents time traces for the F-14 aerodynamic model

trimmed at 15 dog AOA and excited by aileron and rudder doublets similar

to Figure 30. This also shows an almost linear, rather than

exponential, growth in dutch roll amplitude. The frequency and cycles

to double amplitude are the same as in Figure 30. The small-amplitude
A0A oscillation also is precisely twice the frequency of the dutch roll..

Figure 32 presents another short time-slice in which AOA is

maintained at 18 t 2 deg. In this angle of attack region the SAS gain

schedule shows that the yaw SAS should be off and the roll SAS on.

Rowever, comparison of the yaw rate and rudder position traces indicates

that the rudder is correlated with yaw rate at approximately the

magnitude and phase angle that would result from the yaw damper. Since

the rudder pedal and lateral stick are both constant and very small, the

aircraft response is essentially that of the -ontrols-fixed augmented

airframe. This dutch roll oscillation is assentially the same,

indicating that the yaw SAS is quite ineffective at this AOA and

airspeed.

Other comparisons which can be made among Figures 30, 31, and 32 are

summarized below:

F-14A Model

Parameter Figure 32 Figure 30 Figure 31

Period of oscillation (sec) 4.5 4.5 4.5

Cycles to double 2 2 2

0/0 (deA/deg) 2 * 2

p/r 25 ** 22.5

a (deg) 18 ± 2 15 15

a 8 trace not available. r trace contaminated.
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Taken together, the foregoing is considered an acceptable match between

actual and simulated airframe dynamics in the region of 15 deg AOA where

the dutch roll divergence and wing rock are most pronounced.

Figure 33 shows a pullup initiated from wings-level flight in which

AOA is steadily increased from 13 to 38 deg at about 0.75 deg/sec. A

lateral stick oscillation is introduced at about 15 deg AOA. The stick

is then centered and the SAgs turned off at about 18 deg AOA. A small

rudder ramp is then introduced, possibly to counter the slow roll-off in

bank angle. Simulation traces for a matching pullup with similar stick

and rudder inputs are shown in Figure 34. Both Figures 33 and 34 show

a divergent dutch roll. However, the amplitude appears to increase
linearly rather than exponentially, again reflecting nonlinear damping.
Both sets of traces show the period of oscillation to increase from

about 4.5 sec to over 5.5 sec as AOA approaches 30 deg. Again there is

good agreement between the actual flight and simulation responses.

3. DynamIe AnalysIa

The principal shortcomings of the F-14A bare-airframe flight char-

acteristics at high AOA are wing rock (unstable dutch roll) and roll

reversal. Otherwise the airplane is quite docile. It is departure-

resistant, but can be departed if lateral control deflection is sus-

tained without large accompanying rudder. Thus, the following discus-

sion will be devoted to identifying potential factors underlying these

key differences between the F-14A and F-4J.

a. Open-Loop Dynamic Characteristics

A survey plot of root migration with angle of attack for the range

15 < Q < 30 deg and 0 a 0 is shown in Figure 35. This indicates excel-

lent lateral-directional agreement with the previously reported high AOA

flight characteristics and with the flight traces of Figures 30, 31, and

33. The dutch roll mode becomes divergent at just under 15 deg AOA and

stays unstable until approximately 22-23 deg AOA. This is the region of

reported wing rock. Above 23 deg AOA the dutch roll is stable and well
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Figure 35. F-14A Root Migrations with AOA

damped but the coupled roll-subsidence and spiral becomes oscillatory.

The AOA at which N8 dyn - 0 is not shown on this plot because it remains

positive (as shown in Figure 36).

The longitudinal short-period mode exhibits relatively low frequency

and high damping at 15 deg AOA. Frequency then increases and damping

decreases with increasing AOA until the dutch roll and short-period are

about equal at 30 deg AOA. Note that this is not in agreement with the

flight traces for 15 deg AOA (Figure 30), which showed a short-period

frequency twice that of the dutch roll.

Referring back to Figure 25, 15 deg AOA is where Cma is a maximium.

Thus, cross-coupling through MB may again create pitch frequency cou-

pling and contribute to the nonlinear dutch roll damping, as was the

case with the F-4J. However for 0 0 0 the shift in the Figure 35 root

locations is so small as to be negligible, and this is not the same as

with the F-4J.
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Figure 36. N dy. Variation with AOA; F-14A

Eigenvectora for the coupled dutch roll and short-period modes

of the 6 DOF airframe at ao - 20 deg and 0. a 1.5 deg are shown in

Figure 37. There is essentially no longitudinal coupling into the dutch

roll mode and only slight lateral coupling (mainly rolling motion) into

the short-period mode. These eigenvectors are noticeably different from

those for the F-4J (see Figure 14) at a similar flight conjition.

Vector polygons for the dutch roll mode at this flight condition

are shown in Figure 38. The p equation indicates that • and com-

Sdominate rolling motion. All damping derives from 4; there

is no cross-coupling influence from o All terms in the f equation

have been doubled to make this polygon legible. The relative size

of the ; and r polygons indicates that in chis AOA region static and

dynamic yawing force and moment terms are negligible in the dutch roll

mode. However, the yawing moment that does exist derives primarily from

N'. The 4 equation has significant magnitude compared to the 0 equa-

tion. The key is the dominance of the M0I10 term which, as with the
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F-4J, indicates that coupling from the lateral into the longitudinal

produces the frequency doubling effect.

Based upon the above argument, it is concluded that the F-14A wing

rock is due to a divergent dutch roll which derives from very low

damping in roll, X, rather than lateral-longitudinal cross-coupling

(since the open-loop lateral-directional dynamic characteristics are

relatively insensitive to sideslip). The principal static aer~dynamic

cross-coupling is a transfer of energy from rolling-sideslippiig motion

into pitch motion and this, as with the F-4J, results in frequency

doubling into pitch and may contribute to amplitude bounding of the wing

rock.

b. Closed-Loop Dynamic Characteristics

Lateral stick control of roll. Figure 39 presents the key

parameters for the numerator NýD. The lower plot indicates that theD

movement of one zero into this RHP with increasing AOA is not as rapid

for this airframe as for the F-4J (see Figure 17). However, departure

can occur where one of the real roots is large negative. This plot also

demonstrates that the roll numerator zeros are quite insensitive to

sideslip when compared to the F-4J.

Rudder control of roll. Same 4 characteristics as for the F-4J.

Stabilator control of pitch. The potential for divergence lies

with the RHP zero, 1/T in Figure 40 is a plot of 1/T at

00 M 4 deg over a range of AOA. Note that the parameter scale factor is

an order of magnitude less than the one used for the F-4J in Figure 21,

and the largest value (approximately -0.01) is two orders of magnitude

less than for the F-4J (equal to -1.0). Thus , pilot control of pitch

attitude should have no noticeable coupling into the lateral-directional

modes for the F-14A.
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Figure 40. N6stab First-Order Root Migration with AOA, F-14A

Coupling numerator. The lead coefficient (gain term) for the F-14A
coupling numerator 1 N~stab D is, for all practical purposes, zero.

Thus closure of either loop (pitch or roll) has essentially no influence

on the other.

Summary. The F-14A exhibits somewhat better open-loop static and

dynamic stability than does the F-4J. It also has considerably less

lateral-longitudinal static cross-coupling in asymmetric flight,

and hence little change or degradation in dynamic parameters with

sideslip. The static aerodynamic cross-coupling derivative values at

0- 4 deg and 15 < a < 30 deg are presented in Figure 41. Comparison

00:4°

-05 - Ol -N

Figure 41. F-14A Static Aerodynamic Cross-Coupling
Derivatives
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of these values with those for the F-4J (Figure 22) shows a drastic

difference between the two airccaft.

The most significant maneuver-limiting factor for the F-14A appears

to be roll reversal associated with movement of one root of the roll

numerator, N into the RHP as AOA is increased. The F-14A exhibits a

more gradual shift of this root with AOA than does the F-4J.
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SECTION III

AERODYNAKIC CROSS-COUPLING INFWLINC

The previous section showed a significant migration of denominator

and numerator roots for the F-4J due to aerodynamic cross-coupling at

0- 5.5 deg. In this section literal analytic expressions are devel-

oped to examine in greater detail the influences of specific cross-

coupling coefficients on the airframs characteristic (open-loop) modes

and the key piloted control numerators for roll due to lateral stick and

pitch due to stabilator deflections.

With lateral-longitudinal cross-coupllng, at least 5 DOF equations

of motion (e.g., Figure 13) must be used for analysis. As a result, the

wealth of existing knowledge on the dynamics of vehicles in three (or

fewer) degrees of freedom Is not adequate, and qualitative insight into

the motions of the aircraft is sacrificed.

The important cross-coupling terms in the equationa of motion iden-

tified empirically by Porter and Loomis (Reference 29) and Johnston and

Hogge (Reference 5) are both aerodynamic and kinematic. Effects of

cross-coupling on the characteristic aircraft modes were evaluated by

Hamel (Reference 16) by applying servo analysis techniques to a 5 DOF

aircraft mathematical model.

The approach applied next will follow and expand upon that utilized

by Hamel.

A. CU1ACTUISTIECS NDDES

Analysis of an uncoupled (0 0) airframe is relatively straight-

forward. Approximations to the classical 3 DOF lateral or longitudinal

expressions can be developed for a wide range of airframe and flight

conditions (e.g., Reference 20).

However, sideslip characteristically introduces cross-coupling, both

kinematic and aerodynamic. Then the only clear simplification one can
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apply is the assumption of constant forward velocity, thereby removing

the velocity equation and associated terms (see Figure 13). This can

be justified since forward velocity changes comparatively slowly. No
significant coupling occurs due to velocity, and its effect is primarily

on the low-frequency characteristics (i.e., the phugoid mode). The

three kinematic equations of Figure 13 can be resolved and substituted

in the Z, M, and Y equations to reduce the number of equations to five.

Hamel takes five-degree-of-freedom equations of motion "using body

axes which have the x-axis initially aligned with the flight path";

from the context we interpret that for initial sideslip, the x-.axis is

aligned with the projection of the flight path vector onto the plane of

symmetry. In expanding the characteristic determinant he separates out

the effects of the aerodynamic coupling terms N& and MH (neglect-

ing any other coupling between the longitudinal set and the lateral-

directional set) thus:

A AlongAlat + K(8o)Acoupl

The uncoupled (Ro 0 0) denominator terms are

Along 2+ 2 sp~apS + Sp

Alat - (s + l/T.)(s + l/TR)(s 2 + 2 ýdwds + wd)

Hamel defines the classinal longitudinal (short period) and lateral-

directional (spiral, roll subsidence, dutch roll) by approximate factors

(Reference 20). The coupling component, K(•o)Acoupl, can be manipulated

to represent a sum of two terms:

K( o)&coup " ( + l/To)(, 2 + 2 o os + !2

+ HoNo8(s + I/TJ)(u + l/T 2 )

The approximate factors for these coupling terms are reproduced (in the

notation of this report) in Table 3.
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TABLE 3. COUPLING NUMERATOR FACTORS

l/TO -Mq

2o -Y - N;+ (~

W2 N' + YON' (No +y0

I/T 1  - -k + (;.I/N,)(N; - a/U o )

l/T2 - Tlg/[U 0~t/N;)(N;

The roots of the coupling component are evaluated by applying servo

analysis techniques for obtaining the roots of a characteristic equa-

tion, setting it into the form

1 + M0 (N&/,f,)(s + l/Tl)j( + I/T2 )

s~s + I./To)[s 2 + 2 pwos + ]--

Figure 42 is a root locus plot for this equation. In this instance

;o > 1 and w20 < 0. The "closed-loop" roots for this case are

K(Oo)Acoupl - fBo(s + .404)(s + .47)

x [82 + 2(-.48)(1.87)s + (1.87)2j

This same technique can be applied on a larger scale to find the

roots for the coupled charactr latic modes, i.e., the roots of the rela-

tionship

1 + 2o 2coupl 0 0
along lat
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I w •I 2-u .I
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Figure 42. Migration of Roots of K(Bo)Acoup1 with
Increasing Ms (o" - 21 deg, 00 - 5.5 deg)

Figure 43 is a root locus plot for this expression showing the migration
of Map and Ud with increasing tBo. Note that I/T. and I/TR are
essentially cancelled by zeros obtained from the approximate factors and

the preceding "closure."

The actual 6 DOF roots of the F-4J -o = 21 deg, 5o - 5.5 deg case

are shown by the dashed lines and & symbols in Figure 43. There is
fair agreement between the simplified and exact loci for the dutch roll
but not for the other modes. The problem, it appears, lies with the
location of the first-order coupling zeros. If Lhese were to lie closer
to the origin, the wap and wd loci would be rotated counterclockwise and
1/T. and 1/TR would be driven to the right. It is not surprising that
the approximate factors employed here do not precisely predict the F-4J
root shift since they were developed in Reference 16 for an airframe
configuration considerably different from the F-4J. However, they do

demonstrate the trends and show specifically that:
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4 Actual 6 DOF Roots

1j go (.404) (.47) [-48,1.87J

2 (I/Ts)(I/TR) d, wd] [tsp, WSp]

WSp Increasing

Gwd

-I -I

TR 'TS

-I Io2
0"

Figure 43. Migration of Roots of Characteristic
Modes as Cross-Coupling Increases;

ao a 21 deg, 0 " 5.5 deg

* The location of the roots of K(Bo)Acoupl (Fig-
ure 42) and hence the direction of the root shift
in Figure 43, is contrTo' Te the sign and mag-
nitude of MO(N&/c).

, The magnitude of root shift in Figure 43 is con-
trolled by the sign and magnitude of t 0~,.

B. Nt stk N UTOi

The first step in identifying the influences of cross-coupling terms

on the key numerator for lateral piloting control, Nstk, require elimi-

nation of all insignificant terms. This is accomplished by a series

of simplifying steps. The 6 DOF characteristic poles and the zeros
for the numerator Nstk are shown in Figure 44, again for the F-4J at

-o " 21 deg, So a 5.5 deg. Figure 44a represents a case for which the

cross-coupling terms are zero. At this high AOA the uncoupled numerator
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Figure 44. Nistk/A Pole-Zero Locations, Coupled vs. Uncoupled,

F-4J, ao M 21 deg, 00 M 5.5 deg

consists of two real roots, I/T*1 and I/Tf 2 , non-minimum phase and

minimum phase, respectively; and two complex pairs, w and 4~p, which

exactly cancel the uncoupled longitudinal poles. With cross-coupling

(Figure 44b) the firot-order zeros couple into a complex pair located

near the divergent dutch roll mode. In addition, the numerator counter-

part to Wsp, wspp has moved apart from the short-period poles. The
effects of coupling on the phugoid numerator term, WO, are neglible (see

pe
Figure 44b). This indicates that the velocity equation of Figure 13 may

be eliminated. The phugoLd then reduces to a first-order pole-zero pair

at the origin, but all other roots are affected only slightly (Figure

44c). However, even with the VT terms removed from Figure 13, and

recognizing that the equations for the Euler angles * and e contribute

no significant kinematic coupling and can be deleted, a rather unwieldy

six-by-six matrix still remains.

The matrix can be further reduced by use of time vectors evaluated

for the particular mode of interest. Inspection of Figure 44b shows

that the Nstk zeros of greatest concern are the complex pair which lie

in the right half-plane, near the already divergent dutch roll poles,

Therefore further analysis of N~stk will concentrate on this complex
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pair, and on the effects of cross-coupling in driving them off the real

axis, where Figure 44a places the corresponding zeros of the uncoupled

response.

For denominator roots the relative magnitude and phase of each

motion variable in the mode corresponding to any particular real pole

or pair of complex poles can be determined. The result can be expressed

numerically as an eigenvector or graphically as phasors. In order to

determine such characteristics for transfer function numerator roots, a

pole is driven into each zero tu be examined. The poles are driven Into

the zeros by closing a tight feedback loop, as shown in Figure 45. In

Figure 4 4c the real poles are driven into the right half-plane pair of

complex zeros. Actually the (P/s)6stk transfer function is utilized

here rather than */ 6stk since the two are almost identical (compare

Figures 44c and 45).

Figure 46 presents the resulting phasors for the closed-loop roll-*

spiral mode, wSR, which approximates the numerator "mode" wo. Using

these phasors, vector polygons have been plotted for this mode (see

Figure 46) from the equations of motion, Figure 13. Minor vectors

Wd Loop Closure

wsp Bstk

sp spp

WdR

TP TS

Figure 45. Closure of p/s + 6stk to Obtain Time Vectors,
F-4J, ao m 21 deg, 0o S.5 deg
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correspond to negligible terms; small polygons indicate little contri-

bution to the modal response. Examination of these vector polygons

leads to elimination of a number of terms from the equations of Fig-

ure 13. Specifically, the kinematic equations are no longer needed, and

so the matrix for approximation of the coupled numerator Ntstk reduces

to the form shown in Figure 47. The derivatives Yv, N6stk, and are

also minimal for this particular airframe and flight condition. How-

ever, under other circumstances they can be quite large, so they have

been retained to obtain a more general expression for Nstk.

The determinant of this matrix may be developed as a combination of

uncoupled longitudinal and lateral-directional terms plus cross-coupling

terms, as follows:

Ngatk ;a 6 tk {[s2 - + Mq + M&)s -X + ZwMq)]

X [62 +( -:t C ' - -; Y)s + (N cooA. Q0.
x st 6stk

~l
4, Yv(N N a a •tk

csrtk a + N

+MO COO ao + N.----

This is of the form ,,1

Nt(6+ K• + KN•

N~stk " stk coupled ,X KN

where AN~stk)uncoupled consists of two second-order terms: a longitu-

dinal term equivalent to the conventional short-period (denominator)
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S - (Mq + M&) -M K& -MO q

{t1 tk o,
t- Zw -

""-NC N6stk a -N -No r

.. cos. o -Yv Q

Figure 47. Matrix for Approximation of Coupled Numerator Ntstk

approximation; and a lateral-directional term which Is the 3 DOF N4tk

(with Y - 0) (Reference 20). The coupling "gain" terms are:

at Sstk

and

KN - MON; cos Q.

Servo analysis techniques can now be utilized to examine the influ-

ence of each of the cross-coupling derivatives by writing the numerator

in characteristic-equation form, i.e.,

N sti N stk uncoupled + + KN

and examining the migration of the roots as each of the "gains" is

varied.

Setting the coupling term KN to zero, the characteristic equation

may be written as:

K1

+ (N•stk)uncoupled
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Figure 48 is a system survey plot showing the effect of varying

positive Z on the uncoupled numerator N6stk. The upper plot is a root

locus and the lower plot a Bode-siggie (see Section II) showing the

influence of increasing (negative) gain. These indicate that the com-

plex zero associated with the longitudinal short F , •p, is driven

to higher frequencies parallel to the jw-axis; and the conventional roll I

zeros, 1l/To, and 1/T 2 , are driven apart. The influence of OC is found

to be negligible in this case, but this is due to a very small value of

the ratio N~stk/ datk (at the flight condition being evaluated) which

is a factor in the "gain" term.

The prime contributor to cross-coupling influence on the F-4J roll

numerator is KN - MON; cos ao as shown in Figure 49, which is a survey

for the equation

14, KN 0

where primes have been used to denote that Kje has already been ac-

counted for, and double primes indicate that both Kk and KN have been

accounted for. KN produces a locus opposite in direction to that of

KX., since both are pure gains but have opposite sign. The root loca-

tion is much more sensitive to changes in KN, as the relative Bode

amplitudes in Figures 48 and 49 show.

The "gains" K4 and KN are functions of o N&, M$, N6tk, and

•stk" While • and N& have been stressed in the foregoing, it should

be obvious that the influence of changes in magnitude of any of these

derivatives can be equally represented by Figures 48 and 49. Changes i

in sign of any of the derivatives would reverse the direction of root

migration in either case.

The results shown here represent the usual derivative signs that

prevail as AOA increases toward stall, i.e., J positive, N& negative,

and MO negative. However, MO depends upon several configuration details

and can be either positive or negative (Reference 30). For the above

signs, uncoordinated (a 0) flight results in reduced dutch roll
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stability (Figure 43 or 44) and a corresponding shift of the roll

numerator zeros. These shifts portend increasing closed-loop roll

control problems with sideslip (Figure 45).

The accuracy of the 5 DOF N~stk approximation is evident from

Table 4: the coupled, 6 DOF numerator has been matched almost ide',ti-

cally. With this validation of the approximation, the following dimple

coupled approximate factors were developed for this flight condition (it

must be stressed that these literal approximate factors apply to this

aircraft and flight condition only,and may not be accurate for other

situations). For the general form

Nat (62 + 24w~ + W4(2 +2~a~

S%4w•,- -(N + Yv) -"NM$ cos (o

"No cos (o + ,'C.M cos ao

24tptp -"-(Mq + M&) + /N&Ma cos mo

+p ZwMq + cos

Table 4 includes the values given by these approximate factors,

indicating that they also are accurate and therefore encompass the key

derivatives.
lie

These literal factors clearly indicate that longitudinal-lateral

cross-coupling in Ntstk is primarily through the product NýMo. If

either derivative is zero, the cross-coupling terms disappear and the

approximate factors become similar to the literal expressions for un-

coupled lateral dut-t' roll and longitudinal short-period (Reference 20).
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TABLE 4

Ntk NUMERATOR APPROXIMATIONS

NUMERATORW+ tp Ws

6 DOF coupled -. 531 .909 .778 1.361

5 DOF (approximate) -. 533 .892 .766 1.370
coupled

Based on literal -. 574 .940 .667 1.544
approximate factors

In addition, for non-zero N' and M• the aircraft coupling is sensitive

to sideslip since

NQ W so 00 q Sb Ca303a Iz

so that Figure 49 may be viewed as a locus of root migration with side-

slip for constant Cu,,.

From the standpoint of vehicle design, any airframe changes which

modify tither of these cross-coupling derivatives can be expected to

have a significant influence on high AOA flying qualities and departure

characteristics.

C. N6 stab NUN&'fOB

Analysis of the influence of aerodynamic cross-coupling on the

numerator for longitudinal control, Nsa)ue napoc dniaN6stab' uses an approach identical ?

to that taken with Nt The first step is to make the development

tractable by eliminating insignificant terms in the nine-by-nine matrix.

It waa shown in Subsection II.A.3.b (Figure 19) that constraining

velocity does little to change the zeros influenced by cross-coupling,

i.e., 1/Ts3 , I/TR, and wd. Additioually, we find from Figure 50 that the

equations for the Euler angles * and e can again be eliminated. This
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ROLLING MOMENT EQUATION

sp -k'aP -O'e a

PITCHING MOMENT EQUATION YAWING MOMENT EQUATION

M BaOb
8

atab or -N'r

sqi-(Mq +Ma)q

+M not vIsible -N•a-(M,+ MaZw)a -MP

-N'p not vlsible

ANGLE-OEATTACKEQUA . SIDE FORCE EQUATION
(go Cos0 a) p (go sin ao)r

COS GO r

CZ•690 -sin
•stZab Y 0 OP s08'Y ot ii

-- -q b. , b not visible - • a - •go coo e, Yv not visible

ROLL ATTITUDE EQUATION

p-ton aoo"

Closuret K q-" 8s. ab

Mode: L .._ T--327 (--.398)

Figure 50. Time Vectors for Closed-Loop Mode I/Ts
(Approximating I/TO3 ), F-4J;

C 21 dug, • " 5,5 deg
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still leaves a six-by-six matrix which is too large and complex to work

with comfortably.

Applications of time vectors, as was done with Nt, is accom-plished by closing a pitch rate loop with a feedback element of K/s

(to obtain body-axis e). Modal response coefficients are then calcu-

lated for the closed-loop pole driven into 1/T8 3, and the time vectors
for each equation constructed as shown in Figure '0. Except fLr the

a equation, few terms are small enough to be eliminated by inspection.

Further,it seems unwise to restrict the general applicability of the

results by eliminating the a equation. The main benefit of the time
vectors is to demonstrate that the modal response for a root at 1/T 03

contains considerably more lateral than longitudinal motion.

Thus, it is necessary to expand the complete six-by-six matrix of

Figure 51 in literal form, evaluate each of the terms, and eliminate

products of small numbers. The resulting polynomial is then separated

into uncoupled and coupled terms to form the approximation:

N6utab i mastab (s - - (4i+Nr+Yv)B
3 

+ :VCNr+YV)+NrYv + Idynb

-f~p co m f fpNY, + -y~- X~ y. (rN - t s, .in rVTo

+ ~ ý Nr' R~ ) C O B 1 + X p' N ' B i n c t 1P C OSj - ( %U~

N, a+Y P) P ta (X.i
+Nc.Zts + - - sin atan )o

where in the "dynamic axis" system of Reference 18,

N~d cos a 0 - • sin ao

Stdyn coo #.o + No sin a0
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M6stab -MCI+N&ZW 1M
M6t

stab -0 Cos a Bo sin ao

LI - z & Z - •' - •

-N;s-N' -N r

-sin COs s-YO - -- Cos •o -
VTo

-tan•o a

Figure 51. Matrix for Approximation of Coupled NO tab

(to - Yo - O, 6 - 0, 00 Small)

The terms not containing cross-coupling derivatives are seen to

separate into a first-order and quartic function of s. The first-

order is the conventional literal approximation for the longitudinal

zero lI/Te2  i.e., -Z.. The quartic contains all lateral-directional
derivatives and, with the exception of the sin ao terms, is the same as

the conventional body-axis uaccupled lateral characteristic equation

(Reference 20). This polynomial thus factors into the parameters wd,

1/TR, and i/Ts.

The first croai-coupling term involves C as the "gain," a free s,

and a quadratic containing only yawing derivatives. The second cross-

coupling expression has N& as a "gain," a free s, and a quadratic con-

taining only rolling derivatives.

The kinematic terms Zp and Zr were negligible for Nstk, but here

dictate the influence of the aerodynamic cross-coupling. As a result,

coupling in the e 1 6stab tumerator is an explicit function of sideslip.

It is interesting to note that M does not appear in the approximation;
a quadratic coupling term involving MOZ6stab/VTo was found to be negli-

gible.
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The influence of the individual cross-coupling terms can again be,

observed by servo analysis methods, setting

stab )coupled (N auncoupled stab stab

and performing system surveys. The survey for

(NR stab)a 
-

I + - !q 0

(N 
)

6Ns tab )uncoupled

is shown in Figure 52. The "poles" 1/T6 and I/T 0 2 couple to create a

6

second-order closed-loop root, wes, which is on the Jw-axis. The dutch

roll "pole" is moved to the left half-plane, while 1/TR is moved slight-

ly to the left.

Figure 53 shows the additional movement when the cross-coupling due

to N' is included. The latter moves things further in the same direc-
tion. However, it can be determined that the first-order coupled zero

in the left half-plane comes from the roll subsidence mode and the zero

farthest into the right half-plane (previously called I/To3 ) comes from
a coupling of the spiral mode and the conventionale I/T8 2. Since the

time vectors indicated this mode is dominated by lateral-directional

motion it is now labeled (I/TO)". The prime notation in Figures 52

and 53 is used to keep track of the number of "loops" being closed

and the influence of each "closure." From here on the prime notation

will be dropped and the lateral-longitudinal coupled zeros identified

as w , 1/TR , l/TI, etc.

Since each of the cross-coupling terms has similar influence on

the migration of zeros, no insight ia lost by combining the two coupling

terms via the concept of the previously noted "dynamic" term £&dyn' Then
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(Nastab) coupled (N~stab)•t + (N6stab)N

- adynOs + -Jn(N; + Y) Cos Co

+ N CO - ( I + Yv) sin .]is

S[ jN8 - -Yv cos . - s sin co)]

The system survey for the combined coupling influence on N6stab is shown

in Figure 54; the coupled roots, of course, are the same.

Finally, it should be noted that aerodynamic cross-coupling in the
numerator stab is a direct function of sideslip squared. Since t is

proportional to Czat(00)and Ný is proportional to CýO,(0o), the "gain"

term is

0 dyn'O ~0 Cos ao + qo sin ao)O

Cos ao co C;,,+ sin ao$

Thus the zero 1/T4 is drastically influenced by static aerodynamic

cross-coupling and magnitude of sideslip.

D. SUMMARY

Literal analytic expressions have been developed to show the influ-

ence of static aerodynamic cross-coupling derivatives and asymmetric

flight on denominator and numerator roots. The analysis has shown that

the shift in denominator roots depends upon all three static cross-

coupling derivatives, X, N&, and MO. The direction of root migration

is controlled by the sign and magnitude of MON'/ •. The magnitude of

root migration is determined by XO.
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Figure 54. System Survey for Effect of Combined Cross-Coupling
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For the F-4J the, principal cross-coupling i.nfluence on the roll

numerator, g tk' io due to the term NýMa Cos C .O The literal approxi-

mate factors which describe the coupled numerator roots are

-(;+ Y' VHacoo t

2 +O NO Cos Q01 MO os t0

2Cp WsOp -" -(Mq + M&) + VN&Mo cos Bo

41p U M. + Z.Mq + CosBa

The pitch numerator, N8  is influenced by a more complicated

combination of kinematic and aerodynamic terms. Existence of a first-

order RUP zero depends upon

.N' - J ' - Y,( cos %-. sin ao)
j&coo M + N& sin ao

The above approximations may not apply to configurations significantly

different from the F-4J.
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SECTIOm IV

COHFIGUIATIONS SELKCTUE FOR SDIU•TION

The seven aerodynamic derivatives which have been shown to dominate

open- and closed-loop dynamic characteristics at high AOA are summarized

in Table 5. These are comprised of six static stability and cross-

coupling derivatives and one dynamic dimping derivative. Together they

limit the useful flight envelope via roll reversal and wing rock tenden-

cies, and they limit the safe flight envelope via departure suscepti-

bility. One goal of the piloted simulation was to demonstrate this

premise.

TABLE 5

KEY MANEUVER-LIMITING PARAMETERS

Negative N6 a or N'D Roll reversal

Positive M8  Pitch up

j, ~ ) (Wing rock

N', N& Nose slice

M• Roll divergence

This section presents the vehicle aerodynamic configurations se-

lected for the piloted simulation and the predicted high AOA dynamic

characteristics.

Four "configurations" were obtained by altering the key aerodynamic

coefficients of a baseline. The three altered configurations incor-

porated changes in, respectively, CXp(a), CZ(a,$), and Cn(m,0) combined

with a change in CM, to provide specific alteration of key open- and
closed-loop parameters discussed in the preceding two sections. The
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attempt was to Influence the denominator only, the numerator only, and

the combined denominator and numerator, thereby to provide distinct

variations in high AOA departure susceptibility, onset warning, and

motion severity. The influence of artificially altering aerodynamic

coefficients via a lateral-directional augmentation system was also

investigated with two of the configurations.

A. ARRODYNAMIC COMMFICUATIONS

1. Comfiwaration A

The baseline case is ider "ied as Configuration A. This F-4J-

based configuration has been thoroughly reviewed in the preceding sec-

tions. The key open- and closed-loop dynamic parameters are summarized

in Figure 55 for comparison with the other configurations discussed

subsequently. Dutch roll and numerator root migrations are shown for

increasing a at zero 8 (solid lines) and at 5.5 deg 0 (dashed lines).

The solid triangle (A) indicates the AOA above which Cn becomes
$dyn

negative at zero 0. Recalling the discussion in Section II about the

shortcomings of linearized frozen point analysis, the important aspects

to note here are:

4 The low dutch roll damping at AOA below Cno -0

(wing rock).

0 W2 or 1/To negative at AOA above 18 deg or at

small 8 (rAll reversal).

/Ti, and 1/T. both large and negative when 8 0 0

(no• slice parameters).

* Dutch roll and roll numerator roots sensitive to
sideslip.

The plots in the lower left corner indicate the magnitude of the

aerodynamic coupling terms evaluated at 5.5 deg B. In the AOA range

from 20 to 30 deg, £ is of approximately the same magnitude as e but

is of opposite sign. In this same AOA range, Na is of about the same

magnitude as N' and of the same sign. For this relatively mild sideslip

condition (5.5 deg), the static cross-coupling derivatives are of equal

magnitude to the basic static derivatives.
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Figur'e 55. Key Parameters for Configuration A
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2. Coaf•guration B

I- For Configuration B the roll rate damping coefficient, Ckp, was made

large, negative and essentially invariant over the range 10 < a < 35 deg

(see C P2, Figure 56). The object of thio change is to increase the
dutch roll damping and hence reduce the wing rock tendency, Since all

other parameters remain unchanged, this should not alter the basic roll

reversal tendency or the nose slice departure characteristics; but it

should eliminate or reduce wing rock as a warning of impending depar-

ture. However, note again in Figure 57 the sensitivity of the dutch

roll mode to sideslip. At 0 - 5.5 deg there is little difference

between Configurations A (Figure 55) and B (Figure 57), which indicates

that the influence of is small with respect to that of a'

200 00 -0 9!0 609c-I

p.iq .n

i ~Figure 36. Change in Cp for Confi8uration B ,
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3. ConfigJuration C

For Configuration C the roll due to sideslip coefficient, C1' was

altered (see Figure 58) to approximate that of the F-14A over the range

15 < a < 45 deg, taking into account the difference in roll inertias of

the two aircraft, i.e.,

IIxF.4

12 XC4414 IXF-14

Figure 59 presents the parameter plots for Configuration C. The

upper left figure shows that the change introduced in CL, and Cy has

shifted the dutch roll mode toward the left. It remains in the left

half-plane for 0 - 0 and only bulges into the right half-plane over a

small a range at • - 5.5 deg. A major difference in this configuration

occurs in the roll subsidence and spiral modes, which in the previous

0339310C 2 3

CM&

/A
/#

----- ° IMO.O•D A A

-0.01321

Figure 58. Change in Ct for Configuration C
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cases have remained on the real axis and therefore have not been shown.

In this case, 1/TR and I/T. couple to form a "lateral phugoid" mode,

as AOA increases. At 36 deg AOA the frequency of this mode is

approximately twice that of the dutch roll, with approximately the same

damping. Comparison of Figures 35, 39, and 59 show this to be a valid

representation of F-14A root locations, but mode identity may be differ-

ent.

Comparison indicates that increasing ý shifts the wSR locus toward

the right half-plane. However, both the dutch roll and lateral phugoid

modes are now relatively unaffected by 0.

Ic The upper right-hand plot for i is essentially the same for Con-

figuration C as that for Configurations A and B. While this configura-

tion has better open-loop stability, the closed-loop characteristics

A should be little different from the previous two configurations because

the roll numerator roots are essentially unchanged.

Absence of the solid triangle symbol indicates that Cn dyn posi-

tive throughout the AOA range.

The lower left-hand figure shows that the t term (which derives

from the variation of CXZ with o) is small and negative. Since this

configuration also has a large increase in ; (see Figure 58), the

aerodynamic cross-coupling derivative X is now much smaller than

throughout the angle-of-attack range. Comparing the values of for

Configurations A and C with the differences in denominator root migra-

tions with 0 makes it apparent that C is the dominant purameter in

shifting the Configuration A dutch roll mode into the right half-plane

when 0 0 0. The lower right-hand plot of Figure 59 indicates that the

change in o and t has decreased l/T: at AOA above 20 deg.
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4. Configuration D

For the fourth case the yaw due to sideslip coefficient, Cno, was
modified to approximate that of the F-14 as shown by the dashed line in
Figure 60. In addition, for this case only, the sign of Cma was re-
versed to provide positive pitch with sideslip. As predicted by the

approximate factors of Section III, the result is an airframe quite

insensitive to sideslip (Figure 61) and, most pertinently, having numer-
ator roots (I/To, and I/T:) which do not penetrate as far into the right
half-plane.

Roll reversal is delayed until a > 20 deg and Cn8 dyn remains posi-
tive until a 6 25 deg.

0.0130rNLbOCR "MCM

-0,00413C

SFigure 60. Change in Cno for Configuration D
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5. Anticipated High AOA Maneuver-
LimitiM Characteriatics

Review of the preceding four configurations should go a long way

toward sorting out the relative importance of denominator (open-loop)

vs. numerator (closed-loop) characteristics on high AOA departure sus-

ceptibility and severity. Configurations A, B, and C have nearly iden-

tical RHP numerator root locations and therefore should have similar

closed-loop divergence tendencies, although the motion (i.e., roll vs.

yaw) may differ somewhat due to CAp, C£j, and CZ, changes. On the other

hand, the Configuration D numerator roots do not penetrate so far into

the RHP and are relatively insensitive to sidealip. Thus one might

expect this vehicle to appear less susceptible to or have less severe

departure.

Alternately, if departure susceptibility or tendency should turn out

to be strongly influenced by dutch roll (open-loop) root location, then

one would expect Configurations C and D to be similar since both are

near neutral stability and relatively insensitive to sideslip. Any

differences between Configurations A and B would be dependent upon side-

slip.

The dynamic stability parameter, Cnn, has been referred to pre-S•adyn
viously. The AOA at which this parameter becomes negative was identi-

fied in Figures 55, 57, and 61. Figure 62 presents plots of
Cnodyn vs. a for the four configurations. Based upon the criterion

of Cn n > 0.002 for departure resistance (Reference 31), then onlynodyn
Configuration C should be resistant, Configurations A and B should be

quite departure prone, and Configuration D might be mildly departure

prone.

Another criterion, Reference 32, employs both open- and closed-loop

parameters, i.e.,

LCDP aCn8[ - a

Cn~dyn Cun cus a - (Iz/Ix)CX, sin a d
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Figure 62. Cnadyn for Configurations Simulated

Fct a number of years it has been recognized (Reference 33) that unde-

sirable (w/w2) ratios lead to roll reversal and pilot-aggravated wing

rock (PIO). However, in Reference 32 Weissman plots Cn.dyn vs. LCDP and

identifies four regions of increasing departure and spin susceptibilILY

and severity (Figure 63) based upon experience with a number of airframe

configurations. The loci of our unaugmented airframe parameter values

over the range of 16 < a < 35 deg are shown in Figure 63; circles repre-

sent Configurations A and B (since CXp has no influence on either param-

eter), squares represent Configuration C, and triangles Configuration

D. The criteria predict high departure/spin susceptibility with strong

rolling departures for Configurations A and B, low spin susceptibility

and mild rolling departures for Configuration C, and no departures for

Configuration D. Thus, all regions of departure susceptiblity and

"severity are exercised with the aerodynamics selected.

The Figure 63 prediction that Configuration D should be less suscep-

tible to departure is in agreement with the first assessment above based

on numerator root locations.
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B. AUIHEM CID EFIGURAIONS

Lateral-directional augmentation was synthesizet! for Configuration A
(the most departure prone) and for Configuration C (Cnavn always posi-

tive). The augmented configurations are identified as A2 and C2 , re-

spectively, while the unaugmented configur'ations will be referred to as

A1 and C1 . The augmentation mechanization is representative of that

used in current high-performance fighters to improve both open- and

closed-loop handling parameters, i.e., washed-out yaw rate and lateral

acceleration feedbacks to rudder to increase dutch roll damping; roll

rate feedback to differential stabilator to reduce or eliminate wing

rock and augment dutch roll damping; and lateral stick to rudder cross-

feed (SRI) to reduce or eliminate adverse aileron yaw for pilot inputs,

thereby providing a positive shift in the closed-loop parameters LCDP,
2O, and 1/To.

Undesirably, the roll damper also produces adverse yaw when opposing

uncommanded roll; it may i~kcrease nose slice departure tendencies and

pro-spin surface deflections. A block diagram for the angmentation

mechanization is shown in Section V.

The root migration surveys for Configuration A2 are shown in Fig-

ure 64. Comparison with Figure 55 shows that at 8 - 0 the dutch roll

damping is increased considlerably; it does not go unstable until AOA

exceeds that for Cn8  becoming negative (A symbol). Also, the AOA at

which w2 becomes negative has been incrcased approximately 5 dtg and the

negative values of both lIT4 1 and 1/Ts have been reduced. Thus, within

the augmentation system authority limits and near zero 8, Configure,-

tion A2 stability is increased and departure susceptibility decreased up

to about 23 deg AOA. However, for a # 0 the augmentatiorn benefits are

overcome and the dynamic parameters revert back to air"rime-alone

values .
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Figure 64. Key Parameters for Configuration A2

Root migration survey plots for Configuration C2 are presented in

Figure 65. Comparison with Figure 57 again shows improvement in dutch

roll stability. However, the most dramatic change is in w which now

remains positive up to 35 deg AOA (but note 4 is small and negative

beyond 31 deg AOA). Thus roll reversal problems are essentially elimin-

ated and numerator root sensitivity to sideslip is decreased consider-

ably - again subject to augmentation system authority limits.

The change in departure and spin characteristics cannot be pre-

dicted for these configurations uging the static aerodynamic parameters

of Figure 63 because the augmentation system influence is frequency

dependent. But a somewhat similar plot can be constructed using the
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Figure 65. Key Parameters for Configuration C2

parameters 2and •dwd. Such a plot id presented in Figure 66 for

both unaugmented and augmented versions of Configurations A and C. The
2intercept of the W axis with ýdwd has been arbitrarily shifted to en-

hance similarity for the unaugmented configurations with Figure 63.

Note that the root plots for the unaugmented Configurations A1 and C1

(solid lines) are quite similar to those of Figure 63. The plots

(Figure 66) for Configurations A2 and C2 (dashed lines) are moved fur-

ther into the upper right quadrant, which is identified as departure

resistant in Figure 63. Similar interpretation would forecast A2 to

be departure resistant up to about 24 deg AOA but to have woderate to

severe departure tendencies at higher AOA, while C2 should have no

departure tendencies.

* 2
Despite the direct relationship between Cn and 2d, it is more

appropriate to plot CdWd because the changes in s gn (or lack thereof)
of C and Cd are in closer agreement.8dyn
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0 Config. A 2 4D,"C?
El Config.C

- Undugmented WO
---- Augmented

(td Wd 2
-,8 -.6 -4 -,2 . 4 6

Ai

Figure 66. 2 Versus ýdwd for Augmented and Unaugmented
Configurations A and C

C. SM•RARY OF CONIIGURATIOIS AND
PIKIICTKD HIGH a uCARACT33XSTICS

Table 6 summarizes the six-configuration matrix employed in the

piloted simulation. For A1 a sequence of roll reversal, wing rock, nose

slice, and finally strong rolling departure with high spin suscepti-

bility is predicted with increasing AOA. For A2 the augmentation system

and crossfeed are expected to minimize or eliminate the roll reversal

and wing rock predeparture warningo. The predicted characteristics are

nose slice followed by moderate rolling departure. For B, predicted

characteristics are roll reversal, nose slice, and strong rolling depar-

ture. Warning in the form of wing rock should not be present due to the

large roll damping of this configuration. Note that Configurations A2

and B allow comparison of high AOA stall/departure characteristics with

high aerodynamic roll damping (Configuration B) and with a'tificially

augmented roll damping (Configuration A2 ).

The unagumented Configuration C1 is predicted to exhibit roll rever-
sal, wing rock, and mild rolling divergence with increasing AOA but to
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TABLE 6. CONFIGURATION MATRIX

CONFIGU- FCS AERODYNAMIC VARIANT PREDICTED
RATION CHARACTERISTIC

A, Basic Basic F-4J Wing rock
Roll reversal

Nose slice
Rull departure

A2  Augmented Nose slice
Roll departure

B Basic Increased C&p Roll tversal
p Nose slice

Roll departure
SBWing rock

C1  ae 15 < a < 45 Roll reversal

Decreased Cli Roll departure

C2  Augmented Cd > 0
None 

8dyn

LCDP > 0

D Basic Increased Wing rock

a > 15 Roll reversal
Decreased Cn. Pitch up

Positive Cma

have no nose slice. Augmentation is employed with C2 to improve maneu-

vering control and to determine if it will degrade the departure resis-

tance of this configuration. On the basis of Cn and w2 (or LCDP),
no departure tendency should be anticipated for C2 - Finally, D should

exhibit roll reversal and wing rock warnings but little lateral-direc-

tional departure tendency. However, the change in sign of CM0 to pro-

vide positive pitching moment with sideslip should result in pitch-up,

which would be expected to aggravate any high AOA departure tendency.

All other configurations have negative %, should pitch down with

increasing sideslip, and hence should require more effort of the pilot

to maintain high AOA (longitudinal stick cue).
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SzCriKO V

PILOTED SIJLATION

The purposes of the piloted simulation were to validate the influ-

ences of the key aerodynamic coefficients in determining departure

characteristics, evaluate the influences of varied maneuver limiting

factors on high AOA maneuvering control, and identify potential flying

qualities criteria. While aircraft motion is highly desirable for such

validation and assessment, departure and post-stall gyration (PSG)

severity obtained with the 6 DOF analytic models indicated that a

moving-base simulation would offer very little benefit. Nose slice

motion was so rapid that 130 deg/see yaw rate could be reached within

two seconds after departure onset; peak angular accelerations as large

as

- 500 deg/sec 2

S4 200 deg/sec 2

u - 150 deg/sec 2

were obtained. Washout requirements to prevent hitting displacement

Sstops would have to be co rapid as to negate motion benefits. There-

fore, a fixed-base simulation was selected having an unrestricted out-

of-cockpit horizon display capable of such rates and accelerations. The

aerodynamic model was also expanded to accommodate inverted flight

maneuvers.

This section presents an overview of the simulator, including dis-

plays, airframe, and flight control system modeling, cockpit, and force

and moment equations.

k,
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A. SIMIJUAOR

The simulation was performed in the McDonnell Aircraft Company's

fixed-base Manned Air Combat Simulator dome, a 20 ft hemisphere identi-

fied as MACS-1. Physical aspects of the simulation are summarized in

Figure 67. The horizon and target are projected on the inside of the

hemisphere. Thc cockpit is located at the center of the dome. The out-

the-window, head-up (HUD) and head-down (HDD) displays, and cockpit

layou: are as indicated in Figure 67. Seat cues consisted of normal

acceleration and buffet motion provided through an inflatable seat

bladder. The frequency and amplitude of the buffet oscillation varied

as the aircraft angle of attack increased, starting at about 14 deg.

A TV, projection of a gimballed model target aircraft provided a

maneuvering tracking task. Target motion equations provided realistic

maneuvers while allowing the aircraft to fly well beyond the departure

region for the test aircraft. The target was controlled by the computer

operator via a special control panel.

Z. HM)-UIP DISMAY

The head-up display (HUD) provided information on aircraft attitude,

heading, airspeed, altitude, and trim conditions. Figure 68 illustrates

the HUD presentation as originally installed. Display of normal accel-

eration provided a reference for trimming longitudinal control to 1 g

prior to the start of a run. Trim thrust was set by adjusting throttles

until change from trim thrust registered near zero. The Flight Path

Angle Ladder displayed both flight path elevation angle and roll atti-

tude. Orientation of the total velocity vector was provided through

the Velocity Vector Indicator; when the velocity vector was outside the

HUD field of view, the Indicator remained at the edge of the HUD and

blinked.

At pilot request, the HUD was simplified late in the simulation

program. Airspeed, Heading, and Altitude bar displays were removed.

The fixed reticle tracking gunsight was a part of the HUD.
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1 Buarm Split tir
2 Sphertical Mitini
3 Mulitiplexing~ Beamn Splitter

Y, 4 Virtual I mageo Boam Splitter
5 Crew Station
6 Real Horizon and Missile Projector
7 Real Target Focus Lenses
8 Real Target Mirrors
9 Real Target Projector

10 Sound and Electronic Equipment
I I1 Pit Area

gp6lI.

Displays: Horizon - 360 deg 8j,0,4

HUDl - CAS, It, *, velocity vector

HDD - *, , iF a, M4, etc.

Bight -fixed reticle

Cockpit: Basic F-4

Seat Cues: Load factor, buffet

Target: Gimballed model TV projection

Figure 67. Manned Air Combat Simulator I
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Aircraft Heading (deg)

260 -090 100 110 120 130 140
.- I~-+. ~----±----+ 15 Gunsight Reticle (2 deg

240-/V above aircraft nose)
22 -14 Aircraft Nose

Calibrated 200 H
Airspeed - 12-

(kt) is0 is
1600 - II Altitude (thousands of ft)

~-10
140-- ---- Flight Path Angie Ladder (deg)

......0- Velocity Vector Indicator

Mach Number -~M 0.34 -1.04 -- Change from Trim
Thrust Lever

Normal - - NZ 0,9
Acceleration

F~igure 68. Head-Up Display (HUD) Used in Simulation

C. FLIG1T COITEL 515131

The manual flight control mechanization (stick, pedals, surface de-

flections and rates, etc.) represented the basic F-4 aircraft (e.g., see

Figure 2).

A special lateral-directional stability and command augmentation

system (SCAB) was mechanized as shown in Figure 69. The SCAB feedback

gains are production F-4 values. The stick-to-rudder crosafeed gain

and shaping were optimized for 10 < cc < 20 deg and faded to zero at

a 4 10 deng to prevent adversely influencing the low ACA handling quali-

ties.

D. XQAI.OPALS OF NOTION

Slightly modified versions of the standard McDonnell Aircraft Corn-

pany piloted simulation equations of motion were used. These are essen-

tially the same as those presented in Appendix 1, Part III, i.e., moment
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equations in body centerline axes, force equations in wind axes, and

aircraft orientation in standard Euler axes. The only change required

was to expand the small angle a and B assumptions and to eliminate

the tan 8 and cos"1 8 expressions of the d equation which gave discon-

tinuity problems as 8 approached 90 deg. This required substituting

the 4-equation for &, i.e.,

d - q - tan O(p cos a + r sin a) + Zw/(mVT cos 8)

& - qVT cos 8 - VT sin O(p cos a + r sin a) + 2w/m

and using the simple expressions ot - sin-' (W/VT) and B " sn-1 (v/VT)

for entry. into the aerodynamic look-up tables.

Re AERODYNAMICO MOD•LS

Since the major interest in the simulation was the analysis of

departure onset, particular attention was given to realistically model-

ing aerodynamic data for the rauge of 0 < a < 45 deg and $ < ±30 deg.

The basic aerodynamic coefficients were selected with the goal of pro-
viding a reasonably accurate dynamic model of the F-4J over this a and 0

range* To allow greater aircraft motion freedom typical of severe

departures, post-statl gyrations, and spins without encountering unreal-

istic discontinuities in the data, certain approximations were made for
a > 45 deg, a < 0 deg, and 8 > ±30 deg, i.e.,

• For a > 45 deg the coefficients were faired to
110 deg, then extended to 180 deg by either main-
taining the value at 110 deg or fading the coef-
ficient to zero at a - 180 deg.

* The coefficients were assumed to be similar in
value for positive and negative AOA so that all
derivatives were taken to be even functions of AOA
(i.e., mirror images about a - 0) and the coeffi-
cients CL and Cm to be odd functions of AOA.

* Variation of the coefficionts with 0 was assumed
to be linear for 8 > 30 deg.

The resulting aerodynamic coefficients are shnwn In Figure 70.
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-. 0
.01

CL'Sstb(a)
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.005--

Cyo (a)-__ __

-180I (deg) 180

.01

Figure 70. Coefficients as Extended for IrII < 180 deg
and • < 90 deg
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Figure 70. (Continued)
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-180 0 180

C~tar( ) ._.,.0002 -
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1.0

-1,0..

-180 )0 5180

(IIshown In /

AiCm(a,,R) 50 Increments) Note: ACm, shown.
ACm. Identical
"in magnitude butI.8 3e0  - 0.1 opposite in sign,

F'igutre 70, (Continued)
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Figure 70. (Continued)
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It is recognized that the assumptions made above could result in

considerable error for extreme angles of attack and sideslip; however,

the use of full-ranged data allowed the simulation to be operated

throughout a violent departure without demanding an immediate return to

initial conditions when lower aerodynamic data limits were reached.

The aerodynamic data were stored in tho digital computer as look-up

tables. Total forces and moments were computed digitally and fed to the

analog systems of the simulator to drive the cockpit displays.

Physical dimensions of the airplane were based upon the V-4J. Iner-

tias and weights are summarized in Section 11.

F. DATA UZ•O)RDED

Parametric data were recorded via three eight-channel Brush record-

ers. All Euler angles, body axis rates, and control deflections were

recorded, as well as accelerations, altitude, velocity, and thrust set-

tings.

For a limited number of runs the total body axis accelerations

(0, C, 0) were recorded and inertial and aerodynamic components of 4
were also recorded separately.

C. TASKS AND !kIJVS

Piloting tasks were selected which exercised the open- and closed-

loop departure pArameters of interest. These were divideI into two
phases. The first consisted of familiarization maneuvers typical of

"feeling out" stall/departure motions, warning, etc., of a liew airframe.

These are modeled after the suggested test matrix of Reference 34 plus

an additional aggravated input maneuver for determining departure sus-

ceptibility, proposed in Reference 35. The second phase consisted ot

tracking tasks and maneuvers as suggested in Reference 36.
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II

1. Han•ifig FallLarization and Ageguentmen

Five basic familiarization (F) maneuvers were employed:

* Straight-ahead stall (FI): I g , fixed thrust,
longitudinal stick pull to produce d & 1 deg/sec
until stall departure.

0 Constant attitude stall (Q2): I g, wings level,
holding constant pitch attitude while slowly re-
ducing thrust until stall/departure.

0 aank-to-bavtk turns (03); Constant altitude,
±60 deg bank-to-bank turns at increasing A0A until
departure; rudder coordination optional,

• Wind-up turn (F4): Constant thrudt, wind-up turn
to stall depircure.

• Full-stick-deflection maneuver (F5 ): From 60 deg
bank, rapidly ramp full aft longitudinel stick
followed by full lateral stick out of the bank.
After 8 sec neutralize controls.

With the exception of mancuver F5 there was no restriction on the

type or aagnitude of controls used by the pilots. In fact, pilots were

advised to investigate various cuntrol techniques just as they would in
a stall evaluation of a new aircraft. Maneuver F5 (from Reference 35)

uas evaluated as an indicator oi departure susceptibility.

2. Preclsion Tracking Evaluation

The target aircraft (a TV picture of a model airplane, projected

onto the dome at Lhe proper aspect and size) was programmed to perform

three basic maneuvers during a slow pull-up. Target climb rate was

fixed to produce & A I deg/sec to guide the subject pilots into repeat-

able tracking runs of approximately 30 sec minimum duration before

departure. The tasks started with the subject aircraft trimmed at

- 12 dag, essentially in trail. The pilot attempted to stay in the

target's 6 o'clock position as if trying to ovurextend a firing

solotion. The tracking (T) maneuvers were:
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0 Straight-ahead pullup (T 1 ): Constant-thrust,
straight-ahead pullup keeping pipper on target
until aircraft no longer controllable.

0 Climbing roll-reversals (T 2 ): Track target air-
craft through series of climbing roll rever-
sals (J -*40 deg) until aircraft no longer con-
trollable. Constant'thrust.

0 Wind-up turn (T3 ): Starting wings-level, track
target into co-,"rant-thrust 60 deg bank wind-up
turn until airct"Ltuo longer controllable.

3. Dapartm Recovery

Recovery techniques employed were at the discretion of the pilots,

based upqn their experiences in fighter aircraft. Recoveries were ini-

tiated either:

0 Immediately upon positive indication of uncom-
manded motion (Ra), or

0 After about a 3 sec delay (R 2 ).

Recoveries were also attempted in the SCAS-ou configurations (Cases A2

and C2 ) by turning the SCAS off upon departure (R 3 ).

H. FLYIEM qUAL1TT PATIN SCAIM

Previous stall/departure simu~ations for flying quality assessment

(e.g., Reference 5) have showr the familiar Cooper-Harper scale (Fig-

.e 71) to be inadequate because departure is centered on the first step

t the decision trae, i.e., controllability instead of performance. It

was preordained for this simulation that control would be lost (CH - 10)

because the configurations were specifically selected to provide differ-

ing departure warning, severity, and recovery in order to identify gra-

dations in these attributes. Therefore, one requirement of this program

was to develop and validate a more appropriate stall/departure flying

quality rating scale.

The Reference 37 experimental program succeeded in developins rating

scales for a eimilar loss-of-control and recovery situation induced

by flying into a very strong wake vortex. This experience indicated j
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that each attribute must be evaluated individually and then the overall

Shazard assessed. Figure 72 is a tentative departure rating scale adapt-

aed from the wake vortex experience. Here the stall/departure attributes

are divided into four open-ended scales. The first is departure onset

warning - clarity or lack of warning. Next, the attitude and attitude

rate excursions are evaluated. Recovery characteristics are separately

evaluated (whether the recovery was rapid and achieved by simple control

application or whether it degraded down to the point of no recovery).

Finally, an overall assessment of hazard is rated.

In anticipation that overall hazard assessment (acceptability) might

vary with aircraft primary mission, provision is made for indicating

scalar differences between training and operational squadron usage. For

example, an operational aircraft might have very clear warning of depar-

ture onset and extreme excursions if the pilot persisted, and be diffi-

cult to recover, but be given a relatively good hazard rating, i.e., a

2, on the basis of the very clear and consistent warning. Similarly, a

training aircraft might have little warning of departure onset and rela-

tively large attitude excursions, but recover very easily and quickly by

merely releasing the controls, and again might have a relatively good

overall hazard rating, such as a 2, on the basis of recovery.

As an adjunct to the rating scales, the pilot is also asked to pro-

vide qualitative information as to the nature of the aircraft motions

observed.

Although the rating scale of Figure 72 was conceived to cover both

open- and closed-loup situations and specifically is not spin oriented,

it was employed in a separate departure/spin susceptibility piloted

simulation (Reference 38) to obtain an early assessment of its useful-

ness. Results were somewhat inconclusive since the Reference 38 task

involved preprogrammed, open-loop pilot inputs to assess the departure/

spin susceptibility of an airframe having variations in surface author-

ity and actuator rate limiting characteristics. Nevertheless, valuable

comments were obtained (Reference 39) along with a recommended expansion

and restructuring of the pilots' qualitative assessment to provide

greater flexibility and provoke additional commentary to identify what
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the pilot is rating. Accordingly, a loss-of-control/departure/recovery

debriefing guide was prepared, Table 7, to augment the rating chart.

This guide addresses the four topics of the Figure 72 rating scale plus

an additional section devoted to post stall gyrations (PSG) characteris-

tics and severity. Pro%'ieion is made under each topic for the numerical

rating (STI) from the Figure 72 scale. The pilot Is requested to altswer

those questions appropriate for the maneuver flown. Most questions per-

tain to characteristics of the vehicle motion and are constructed to

encourage simple yes/no, multiple choice, or short written answeza.

Cooper-Harper (CH) ratings are also requested for the two tasks which

involve pilot effort to exert control on the vehicle (i.e., prevent

departure and accomplish recovery). Finally, it should be noted that

the questionnaire was prepared for use in flight as well as simulation.

Thus, some queutions are not appropriate foe fixed-base simulation

(e.g., assessment of vehicle acceleration).
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TABLE 7, LOSS OF CONTROL/DEPARTURE/RECOVERY
DEBRIEFING GUIDE!,
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SECTION VI

RICR AOA FLYING QIALITIES ASSESNONS

Effects of the maneuver-limiting factors on high-angle-of-attack

flying qualities were assessed by three pilots utilizing the prescribed

set of non-tracking and tracking maneuvers. The two principal pilots

were highly qualified U.S. Air Force fighter test pilots, graduates of

the Air Force Test Pilot School at Edwards AFB, with a broad range of

practical experience. The first pilot, RC, has flown a varied selection

of aircraft, from the F-4 to the B-52; the second pilot, JF, was experi-

enced in operational fighter and attack aircraft, including the A-9

stall/spin evaluation, and is a former instructor at the Test Pilot

School responsible for stall/spin curricula. The third pilot, RH, was a
handling quality engineer/general aviation pilot who also accomplished

all of the initial simulation debugging, procedural checkout, primary

pilot briefings and debriefings, etc.

The combination of airframe configurations, familiarization and

tracking maneuvers, and recoveries resulted in the 98-cell matrix of

Table 8. This matrix was flown first as a vequence of runs progressing

horizontally across the various maneuvers for a given airframe. After

the complete mo.trix had been accomplished once, a second series was per-

formed progressing vertically through the airframe configurstions fur

each tracking tan~k.

A total of 1088 foc'nai runs were conducted. These were fairly

evenly divided between the various configurations and piltas, as indi-

cated by Table 9.

One of the first tasks of the simulation was to validate or modify

the ratings scalo and debriefing quustlnnaire to the satisfaction of

the evallmation pilots. The final versions were used throughout the .!J
remainder of the simulation. Accordingly, this section starts with the
rating scale assessment a-'rd then presents the airframe conf'lguration

assessments.
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TABLE 9. NUMBER OF RUNS

CONFIGU- PILOTRATION TOTALRC JF RH

A1  59 79 79 217

A2  68 48 79 195

B 61 94 58 213

C1  44 77 40 161

C2  53 62 58 173

D 35 62 32 129

TOTAL 320 422 346 1088

A. Rh.!NGS SCALE AID QUISTIOMIAIRE ASSSSM•T

The debriefing questionnaire was answered at the completion of the

familiarization runs and again at the completion of the first set of

tracking runs. During this period modifications were worked out for the

rating scale. The modified scale was then used for the final set of

tracking runs.

1. Qustimnai•r

The debriefing questionnaire proved essential to obiaining a consis-

tent set of information for interpretation of results. However, the

simple yes or no answers requested did not suffice. The tatsks and

resulting aircraft motions were so complex as to require considerable

explanation. For example, more than a single mode of departure or spiv

was observed in some cases. Departure warning and severity also varied

with rate of stall onset (&) and pilot usage of controls. Thus accom-

plishment of the questionnaire often became quite time-consuming, with

several pages of accompanying explanation. This was augmented by tape

recordings made, on-line, of pilot commentary while performing the simu-

lation runs. As a consequence, pilot responses were so lengthy - and
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in so many cases repetitive - that it is not practical to incorporate

them in this report.

However, the basic conclusion reached by both pilots and experi-

mentors was that such a questionnaire is highly desirable for stall/

departure/recovery investigation. The only change in format deemed

necessary is provision of more space to accommodate lengthy answers.

2. Rating Scales

As in the previous simulation (Reference 5), the pilots felt that

the Cooper-Harper rating scale was inappropriate for stall/departure/

recovery evaluation where aircraft characteristics rather than task

performance are being assessed. On the other hand, the overall concept

of the Figure 72 departure ratings scale was appreciated, although som1

alterations were required before this scale met with full approval. In

particular, the pilots did not like the open-ended aspects of the scales

(the scale extends beyond the first and last descriptors). This clearly

gave problems, and they preferred that the scale be bounded with a

simple descriptor at each end. Second, the time required to recover and

the control application necessary to effect recovery needed to be sepa-

rated. Recovery controls also deserved a further breakdown, with one

rating for required control complexity and a second rating for control

application timing. Finally, it was decided that an assessment of

hazard was difficult to make because this changes with situations such

as low versus high altitude. The pilots preferred to provide an overall

assessment based upon the acceptability of the flying characteristics at

high angles of attack. The end point descriptors selected by Lhe pilots

were, in their jargon, "Sierra Hotel," meaning they would like to fly

the aircraft at high AOA and "Delta Sierra," meaning unacceptable flying

characteristics. The resulting rating scale is shown in Figure 73.

Both test pilots were happy with this final form and considered that it

covered all key factors, minimized the descriptor conflicts, and did not

constrain the pilot's quantitative evaluation.

The rating scale of Figure 73 was employed in the final set of

tracking tasks. Resulting characteristic assessments for the six
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I

vehicle configurations are summarized in Figure 74. The numerical

ratings shown for each pilot are the averages of separate ratings given

for each of the three tracking tasks (T1 through T3 ). Considering the

small statistical run sampling and the fact that all configurations were

intended to have basic handling deficiencies, the results are considered

to be very gocd. It is to be expected that all ratings would tend

toward the poor (high numerical value) end of tha scales and they gener-

&lly are. Most importantly, they also reflect the specific dynamic and

handling variations intended to be c-Ahibited between configurations and,

in most instances, the ratings of RC and JF demonstrate agreement in

variational differences if not in absolute levels. The ratings of pilot

RH tend to vacillate between those ot RC and JF and also (except for

recovery control timing) tend to agpi, with the poorer rating. This
F downrating probably reflects pilot RH's relative inexperience in depar-

ture/ipin/recovery and the violent PSGs which high-performance fighters

often exhibit. Thus the ratings of RC and JF are considered the more

significant4

The separation between RC and JF ratings on warning and motion

severity is consistent with differences in piloting techniques. Gener-

ally JF is about one rating point harsher then HC because of a more

rarid pull into departure and spin. This will be discussed in more
detail later.

Recovery control timing assessment shows very good agreement between

the pilots except for Configuration C2 . This primarily reflects timing

of control release. The differential is about one rating point or less

except Configuration C2 where RC had difficulty with the two different

sp.Ln modes the aircraft could have. Timing of control release deter-

mined whether an oscillatory (recoverable) or flat (unrecoverable) spin

was obtained.

Time to recover and overall rating show almost identical trends and

thus reflect predominant concern for loss of altitude in any departure/

spin situation. Configuration C1  had an oscillatory, recoverable

spin. Configuration D did not spin but could end up with appreciable

altitude loss if the pilot kept fighting the "wallowing" departure mode
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(described in Subsection II.B). All other configurations had flat spin

modes that were difficult if not impossible to stop. The significant

disapproval of the Configurarion D pitch-up is also evident for pilot RC

on both of these ratings.

The rating scale for recovery control complexity may need additional

refinement, Pilot JF rated all configurations at I because he merely

released controls to initiate recovery and, by definition, this is as

simple as things can be. Pilot RC, with less severe departures, was
abla. to discern some influence of the stick and rudder in effecting
recovery and thia was also reflected in his being more critical of
recovery control timing.

Howevor, aspfnts pertaining to recovery (control usage and recovery

time) for configurationa ocher than D are not necessarily significant
beeausc the simulation cannot be considered valid for spin and spin
recovery, The motions were generally so violent and the out-the-

windscreen sky/earth display so featurel,.;s that the pilots had to
resort to the all-attitude ball for recovery. This is not completely

unnatural for the military pilots, but did wake the task more diffi-
cult. Additionally, the aerodynamic coefficients employed in the

simulation do not represent steady spin conditions. Probably the most
that can be attributed to recovery evaluations is that they exercised

the rating scales.

In summary, the departure rating scales of Figure 73 were accepted

and suppurted by the pilots and, based upon this small statistical
samplr, the numerical ratings given reflect characteristics "designed
into" the vehicle configurations. The spread in ratings between the Air

Forie test pilots (generally about 0.5 on a 5-point scale) is consistent

with spreads normally expected in Cooper-Harper ratings (about 1.0 on a

10-point scale). Greater spreads generally reflect sensitivity to

piloting technique; that sensitivity itself may be an attribute of the

scales.

Since vehicle attributes rather than a task performance level

are being rated, use of the rating scales must be accompanied by a
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qualitative assessment/description. The qualitative information should

include, as a minimum, the gollowing:

0 Warning

- Type

- Clarity

- Margin

* Departure

[ • *- Resistance (susceptibility)

- Type

- Severity

- Ability of pilot to delay or prevent
* Control action taken
0 Demands on the pilot

* Pout-Departure Motion

- Type of aircraft motion

- Severity

* Recovery

- Rapidity

- Recovery controls

- Demands
0 Ability to recognize
a Ability to perform necessary control action

B. CONFIG#URATI ASSESMIf•'S

As noted previously, the goals were to validate the influence of the

key aerodynamic coefficients in determining departure characteristics;

evaluate the influence of varied maneuver-limiting factors on high AOA

maneuvering control; and identify pntential flying quality criteria

in terms of departure resistance, warning, and severity for possible

application to the flying quality specification. In this subsection,

predicted vs. observed characterincics aie reviewed ond demonstrate

that the above goals have been achieved, although therw were srac sur-

prises in the process. The unaugmented airf£qme configurations will be

assessed firot, and then the augmented cases.
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It is necessary to rely heavily on qualitative statements contained

in the debriefing questionnaire and commentary taped on-line as the

pilots talked themselves through the runs. The questionnaires were

filled in only during the initial progression through the test matrix.

At that time the pilots were "feeling out" the various configurations

and produced voluminous commentary on each, covering the primary obser-

vations plus variations due to different control applications, tech-

niques, rates of onset, tracking maneuvers, etc. The assessments

reported in the following paragraphs have been distilled to the simplest

possible factors consistent with the goals of the simulation.

Only assessments of the fighter test pilots are reported because RC

and JF are most experienced in stall/departure/spin testing and were

more observant of differences between configurations. It became

apparent early in the data analysis that the two test pilots were

employing almost opposite approaches to stall/departure. RC employed a

cautious, slow increase in AOA and generally was able to detect subtle

changes in vehicle stability or response characteristics. JV used an

aggressive, rapid AOA increase which did not give time to detect such

warnings. As a consequence, he generally pulled to a higher AOA with

less speed bleedoff and obtained more severe post-stall gyrations

(PSG). Thus, differences in pilot closed-loop control techniques pro-

duced a confounding influenc& which must be recognized before delving

into other details: departure warning and severity are a function of

pull-up rate and lateral-directional controls application immediately

preceding departure.

I. Un.ugmeated Alrf rams

a. Configuration A1

Predicted versus observed pre- and post-departure characteristics

are shown in Table 10. The warning Pilot RC observed with Increasing

AOA is consistent with the graceful (gradual) dngradation suggested

by the open-loop dutch roll and roll numerator root migrations of

Figure 55. It appears the negative Cma contribution was observed as a
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TABLE 10. CONFIGURATION A1 MANEUVER-LIMITING FACTORS

PECEOBSERVED•, ~ ~~P R E D I C T E D . ... .

RC JE

Warning:

Wing rock Wing rock low ampli- None
4 (16 < a < 22 dog) tude, high frequency

Roll reversal Roll reversal None; g-break
(a > 18 dog) (a > 20 deg); g-break

(20-22 dog a)

Wing rock large ampli-
tude, low frequency

Ratint: 2.8 4.8

Departure:
No@e @lies Nose slice followed by Nose slice and roll
(a > 22 dog) roll

Post stall gyrations Large yaw, pitch, roll Violent oacillations
oscillation and spin and spin

Severity Rating_: 2.2 4.6

Departure/Sp nisusceptibility
(Weissman criterion):

a < 2L dog: mild or Release a - 20 dog;
no departure yaw initially slow,

builds rapidly

21 < a < 24 dog: Release a .23 dog;
moderate rolling abrupt nose slice,
departure builds exponentially

a > 24 deog strong
rolling departure,
high spin suscepti-
bility

Rating: Resistant Extremely Susceptible

Comments: Maneuvers tend to mask Most violent post
warning; not wasked if stall gyration oscil-
pay attention lations of any con-

figuration
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"&-break." The nose slice departure is as predicted, but the onset is

noticed prior to Cn. becoming negative. Thus onset might be influ-

enced by pilot contro I and thus associated with negative 1/To,. Pilot

RC considered the configuration departure resistant (R) because of ample

warning and his tendency to initiate recovery at a d 20 deg where the

Weissman criterion predicts mild or no departure. Pilot RC therefore

gave fairly good high AOA ratings.

Pilot JF saw no warning except the "g-break." He obtained an abrupt

nose slice and violent post-stall gyration (PSG). The tendency to flat

spin may be due to the large negative C., and small CZ, at his recovery
initiation point and the further destabilizing influence of sideslip on

the denominator and numerator roots, all of which portend high body-axis

yaw rate and little roll. Inertia effects would tend to raise the nose

and align the yuw rotational axis with the velocity vector -- a flat

spin.

This configuration also exhibited violent oscillatory spin charac-

teristics which could be reduced if a large nose-down pitch rate devel-

oped as the nose was slicing. This could be produced via forward stick

coinciding with the "g-break." The resulting rq inertia cross-coupling

produced a large roll acceleration and quite wild gyrations (e.g.,

Figure 75). Pilot JF noted this configuration to have the most violent
PSG characteristics of any configuration and rated it extremely suscep-

tible (ES) to departure.

While the Weisaman criterion c'rrectly predicted the spin suscep-

tibility, the initial departure was in yaw rather than roil. The

maneuver-limiting factors are the strong nose slice and spin character-

istics. The causal factors are combined opon- and closed-loop (roll)

instabilities accompanied by signifcant negative CmO.

b. Configuration B

As predicted, this configuration is similar to Configuration A, but

with less departure warning (see Table 11). The low-frequency yaw/roli

oscillation that Pilot RC observed above 21 deg AOA is consistent with
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TABLE 11. CONFIGURATION B MANEUVER-LIMITING FACTORS

OBSERVED
PREDICTED

RC JF

Warning:

Roll reversal Resists roll command; No warning
(a > 18 dog) g-break

Low fr'equency yaw/roll
21 deg a

Ratin 4.2 4.8

Departuxre:

Nose slice Nose slice Nose slice
(a > 22 deg)

Post stall gyration. Violent roll reversal Severe and violent
or spin oscillation

Severity ,Ratint: 2,7 4.5

Departure/Spin

(Weissman Criterion)

a < 21 deg: mild or Release a 6 21 do&;
no departure yaw followed by roll

and pitch down

21 < a < 24 deg: Release a A 24 deg
moderate rolling
departure

a > 24 deg: strong Nose drift followed by
nose slice, high spin roll; prone to flat
susceptibility spin

Rating: Susceptible Extremely Susceptible

Comments: Cannot discern onset Low acceleration in
of departure; inbldi- node slice
ous
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open-loop dutch roll dynamics (see Figure 57). The lower frequency

resulted in less acceleration into the nose slice. Coupled with roll

reversal, this apparently masks the departure onset. Although he Ini-

tiated recovery at about the same AOA and thought the departure severity

(pilot rating - 2.7) is about the same an Coafiguration A,, he consid-

ered Configuration B to be departure susceptible (S) because of the poor

warning (PR - 4.2). Pilot JF could see little difference between A1 and

B except the increased tendency to flat spin due to the combined high

aerodynamic roll rate damping and strong directional divergence. He

again rated it extremely susceptible (ES).

This configuration exhibited all anticipated flying characteris-

tics. The Weissman criterion correctly identified departure and spin

severity but not type. Again, the maneuver-limiting factors are the

severe nose slice and flat spin tendencies. The causal factors are the

open- and closed-loop directional instabilities aggravated by high

negative CAp,

co Configuration C1

Configuration C1 (Table 12) with positive dynamic stability (due to

large negative C%•) had a much greater tendency to develop roll oscilla-

tions. Both pilote noted that any lateral control input excited wing

rock and produced a tendency to lateral PIO. Since this sensitivity

persisted over a wide AOA range, it was not considered a warning but

actually a masking of departure onset. Both pilots considered the

warning to be poor (PR ) 4).

This configuration is stable open-loop and driven unstable and into

departure by closing the attitude loops. Departure characteristics are

less consistent (predictable) because the nature of departure depends

apon pilot control activity. It exhibited at least two and possibly

three different types of departure onset, which further aggravated the

poor warning. The lateral phugoid mode could contribute the additional

departure mode (see Figure 59). One pilot detected more tendency to yaw

and the other more tendency to roll. However, they generally were in
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TABLE 126 CONFIGURATION C1 MANEUVER-LIMITING FACTORS

OBSERVED
PREDICTED

RC JF

Warning:

Wing rock Wing rock: any Wing rock: tendency
(16 < a < 26 dog) disturbance to low frequency

p lot-induced
asd.1lation

Roll reversal Low frequency, high
(a > 18 dog) amplitude oscillation

masks departure

Rating 4.3 4.0

Irep:rture:

Roll departure Nose slice Two diwtinct types:
a) roll, little yaw;

Post-stall gyrations Roll b) yaw, followed by
roll

Severity Rating: 1.6 3.7

Doparture/Spin"Susceptibililty%
(Weissman Criterion)

a < 21 deg: no depar-
ture

m > 21 dog: mild Release a A 32.5 deg, Releasea A, 25.5 deg,
rolling departure, low nose slice and roll milder departure,
spin susceptibility oscillatory spin

Rating: Susceptible Susceptible

Coamsnts: Takes time to see yaw Not prone to flat spin
is not going to stop
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closer agreement for this configuration concerning warning, nature, and

severity of and susceptibility to departure, probably due to the posi-

tive dynamic stability which prolonged the time period the airplane

could be maintained under semi-control. Thus, both pilots had suffi-

cient time to observe its high AOA characteristics fully before closed-

loop instability predominated.

Both pilots considered the departure and PSG severity to be somewhat

less than for either A1 or Be The configuration was spin-prone, but

spins were generally highly ocillatory with some possibility of recov-

ery. It was not prone to flat spins. Departure and spin characteris-

tics and susceptibility are in agreement with the Weissman criterion.

The initial or basic maneuver-limiting factor is the strong wing

rock tendency which extends from relatively low AOA through departure

and is aggravated by closed-loop instability (roll PIO). Departure is a

secondary factor. Warning may also be adversely influenced by the low-

frequency, large-amplitude, lateral phugoid oscillation.

d. Configuration D

This configuration (Table 13) had less directional instability but

did have sideslip-induced pitch-up. The expected wing-rock tendency

from a lightly damped dutch roll was not observed by either pilot. Both

noted departure onset as a slow, persistent yaw (nose slice) accompanied

by mild roll reversal and pitch-up. The onset was sufficiently mild

that departure was semi-controllable throughout the achievable AOA

range. A poor departure warning rating (PR > 3.5) resulted.

Open- and closed-loop instability parameters (Wd and w2 or Cnd

and LCDP) are small for this configuration and lead to sloppy control

and low-frequency wallowing which masks departure. At the same time,

the wallowing does not generate sufficiently rapid motion to excite

inertia cross-coupling and PSG. All pilots tended to continue fighting

to maintain control well past full stall, incurring excessive altitude

loss. However, if controls were released at any time the aircraft would

immediately go into a nose-low spiral and recover by itself.
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TABLE 13. CONFIGURATION D MANEUVER-LIMITING FACTORS

OBSERVED
PREDICTED

RCJF

Warning:

Wing rock
(16 < a < 26 deg)

Roll reversal Yaw, roll reversal, Large definite yaw

(a > 20 deg) pitch up followed by reversal
and pitch up

Sloppy control, large
e and ý overshoots

mask departure

Rating: 4.o 3.5

Departure:

Pitch up Nose slice/pitch up Nose slice/pitch up

Post stall gyration None, never spin Mild, no spin

Departure/SpinSuscoptlbility
(Weissman Criterion):

All a: no departure Release a & 27.6 deg, Release a A 27.6 deg;
slow nose slice, pitch slow consistent nose
up, some roll slice, roll, departure

nose high

Rating: Resistant Resistant

Comments: Do not like pitch up Always recoverable if
at departure; cannot release controls
get nose down
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Departure warning was considered poor (e.g., 4.0) by RC because of

the wallowing, but at the same time the configuration was considered

departure resistant (R). Pilot JP assessed it as resistant primarily

because it would not spin. Pilot RC's principal objection to this

configuration was the positive C. Even though it eliminated the

severe pitch-down in nose slice and the resulting inertia-coupled PSG

matter how mildly, when in or near departure conditions.

The maneuver-liwiting factor for this configuration is the wallow-

ing -- a general insensitivity to or sloppiness of response to pilot

control inputs prior to the departure AOA. The key causal factors are

considered to be the relatively small w2 (due to small C and C%0 )

which produces very low DC gain in the roll frequency (Bode) domain and

positive C., which apparently contributed to overcontrol in pitch.

* ea. Sumamary

The intended high AOA departure characteristics were obtained in the

four unaugmented airframe uonfigurations. The results demonstrated the

ini.Lvences that changes in the six key aerodynamic coefficients can have

on departure warning, severity, and susceptibility. ThE -A!-Aeptibility

of Configuration C1 to departure was somewhat revealingi the open-loop

parameter Cn n, by itself, is not a sufficient indicator of departurePdyn
resistance. Wowever, when combined with the closed-loop parameter LCDP

(or w ), the two are quite accurate indicaturs of departure suscepti-

bility and aeverity as advanced by Weissman.

Deparruro ueverity also appears influenced by the static cross-

coupling devivotives o, N', and MB. Severe departure and PSG were

obtained for the twe configurations In which combinations of these

dcrivatives shifted lateral-directional denotainator 4nd nomerator roots

iuco the right half-plane of the root locus plot with 0 0 0 (Figures 55

aud 57). Less severe departure was obtained for combinations which

primarily shifted numerator roots into the right half-plane (Figure 59),

aad the wildeet departure was obtained for combinations which produced

very little shift of lateral denominator and numerator roots with
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sideslip (Figure 61). The literal approximate factors developed in

Section III indicate that the small shifting Is due to the combined

influence of small N& and positive Mo. However, the nose rise asso-

ciated with large positive Mo was disconcerting to ona pilot.

The simulation results also demonstrated that wing rock or lateral

PIO is not a satisfactory warning of impending departure if there is

sufficient elevator power to pull through the warning region rapidly or

if the AOA range in which it occurs is too wide.

2,. Augmeted Alrf am

a. Configuration A2

The flight control augmentation was configured to provide a high

level of roll rate damping, and to improve roll maneuvering response via

roll rate command (pc) and reduced adverse aileron yaw (SRI). This

augmentation was also expected to eliminate all cues of impending depar-
ture. The departure was anticipated to be a strong nose slice due to

increasingly negative Cn, as AOA increased and, once sideslip started to

build, it was expected that the characteristics would be very similar to

those of Configuration A1 .

Results summarized in Table 14 for Pilot JF are very much as antici-
pated. However, Pilot RC detected a pre-nose-slice resistance to roll

commands (at AOA above approximately 21 deg) when attempting to track

the maneuvering target. This resistance was observed only during the

initial tracking sets and resulted in the pilot's neutralizing all con-

trols before the directional instability became severe (rating 1.8).

The second set of tracking runs were done mure hurriedly, the warning

was not obtained (rating 4.3), and more severe departures ensued (rating

3.7). The susceptibility assessment as resistant (R) by Pilot RC was

given only on the initial set of runs.

The maneuver-limiting factor for thia configuration is the inose

slice. But, since there is no warning, an AOA limit would have to be

set to provide a uafety margin against inadvertent departure. The key
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TABLE 14, COM!FIGURATION A2 MANEUVER-LIMITING FACTORS

OBSERVED
PREDICTED

RC JF

None Resists Oc above None
21 dog a

Claar warning with
target

Rating: 2.8 4.8
(4.3 on reruns)

* Departure:

Nose slice Nose slice Nose slice
Roll and severe PSG

Severity Rating 1.8 4.5
(3.7 on reruns)

Oeparture/Spin
Susceptibility

a < 23 deg: no depar-
ture

a > 23 deg: nose Release a & 25 deg; Release a & 32 dog;
sli•c and revert to smooth, slow yaw exponential yaw diver-
Configuration A, followed by roll gence tendency to flat
characteristics spin

* Rating: Resistant Extremely Susceptible

SCommants' Depart without pilot Easier to fly
aware; only cue is waute of yaw dependent
resistance to 0c ipot, & or g
against target
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causal factors are the strong static directional divergence and the

elimination of departure warning by the augmentation system.

Time traces of a Configuration A2 departure from a wings-level pull-

up are shown in Figure 76. The lateral stick trace reflects about the

same activity prior to departure as in Figure 75 but far less sideslip

and roll oscillation. After pilot neutralization of controls, tht aug-

mentation loops continue to deflect the lateral and directional control

surfaces and apparently aid recovery (again compare with Figure 75),

Interestingly, the actual departure and PSG motions of Figure 76 are

remarkably similar to Reference 38 flight traces for the F-4E with

augmentation systems on (Figure 77). Prior to departure the traces of

the two figures are not comparable because the stick to rudder intercon-

nect in the simulation reduced sideslip excitation and provided better

roll attitude control.

b. Configuration C2

Based ott the positive Cn n and improved wj (or LCDP), this aug-

mented configuration was expected to have the best high AOA flight

characteristics and little or no departure tendency. It did allow

both pilots to consistently maintain control to higher AOA than did any

other configuration, though abrupt nose slice departures were common

(Table 15). In this case the roll damper countered the CZ, dynamic

stability contribution and allowed the large negative C., otatic insta-

bility to predominate. The aircraft responses by themselves provided no

warning of impending departure, although Pilot RC was able to extract

some low-frequency PIO cues with respect to the target aircraft. He

rated the configuration departure resistant (R) because of this cue and

the mild (to him) nose elice motion. Without the target he rated the

configuration departure susceptible (8), as did Pilot JF.

This configuration was also spin-prone and, similar to Cl, exhibited

two distinct spin modes as noted in Table 15. It appeared to be more

prone to spin flat than was the unaugmented configuration (CI), because

the roll rate CAS automatically opposed any uncommandid roll.
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TABLE 15. CONFIGURATION C2 MANEUVER-LIMITING FACTORS

OBSERVED
Pr.SDICTED

RC JF

Warning:

None Low frequency pilot- None, very steady
induced oscillation;
g-break

Rating: 3.2 4.8

Departure:

None Nose slice followed by Abrupt nose slice
roll and pitch down

Sevwrity Rating: 1.5 3.8

rture/SpinBiIsPtibil1tty:

Resistant
Release a & 31 deg; Release a A 30 des;
slow nose slice; abrupt nose slice; two
almost always spin spin modes:

a) oscillatory
(recoverable)

b) flat (nonrecover-
able)

RatLngg: Resistant Succeptible

Coaments: Resistant because tar- Better flying quali-
get gives cue; without ties prior to depar-
target is Susceptible ture
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The maneuver-limiting factor for this configuration is che nose

slice dep&rture. The positive Cn and w2 throughout the achievable

"AOA range did allow it to be controlled to considerably higher ADA than

the other configurations. In this respect it was less susceptible to

departure. However, at the higher AOA directional instability even-

tual.y required full opposing rudder deflection, which was immediately

followed by departure.

c. Overall Assessment

The augmented flight control system designed to enhance character-

istics in normal flight improved pre-departure control precision,

reduced departure warning, and increased the tendency to flat spin. The

roll rate CAS and the SRI together improved lateral-directional control,

which allowed higher AOA to be reached before sideslip became signifi-

cant. The major portion of this benefit derived from the SRI. For

Configuration C2 the roll rate damper suppressed the 40 contribution

to dynamic stability and thus increased the nose-slice departure and

flat spin tendencies. Thus, this augmentation function actually

degraded high AOA characteristics.

C.. SUNNAILY

The intended high AOA departure characteristics were obtained in the

four bare-airframe and two augmented configurations. The results demon-

strate the strong influence changes in the six key aerodynamic coeffi-
cients ( ,, N,, N A, and MO) can have on departure warning,

severity, and susceptibility. The simulation plus literal approximate

factors of Section III show:

0 The most violent departure characteristics and
flat spin tendendies to be associated with large
negative N', N', and Mo.

* The least violent departure characteristics and
greatest spin resistance to be associated with

small to moderate negative Ný and N4 and positive
Mo.

H~A.
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* The tendency to inconsistent departure/spin char-
acteristice (possibly several modes) to be asso-
ciated with positive Cn~dyn brought about by
large negative CZ and continued large adverse
yaw (W2, LCDP).

However* the observed high AOA stall, departure, and spin dynamic char-

acteristics also depended significantly on pilot control technique.

This is consistent with actual flight experience in which it has been

observed, for ex:ample, that spin characteristics and recovery techniques

can be quite different, depending upon the maneuver from which the spin

occurred.

The final high AOA departure/spin rating scale of Figure 73 was

accepted and supported by the pilots. Results of this first application

showed consistent reflection of boch the airframe dynamic characteris-

tics and any mensitivity to difference in piloting technique. However,

the ratings must be accompanied by detailed qualitative description of

the characteristics observed, i.e., what is being rated.

In this vein, it might be noted that there are some differences

between ratings for the initial familiarization and tracking runs

reported in Subsection B and for the final tracking runs reported in

Subsection A. These are due to several factors. First, Pilot RU was

working with the original open-ended scale (Figure 72) during the ini-

tial runs and the closed-ended scale (Figure 73) during the reruns;

Pilot JF used the close-ended scale for both sets of runs. Second,

during the first sequence of runs Pilot RC was unhurried in investi-

gating the characteristics of each configuration. However, for the

repeat runs he was under some pressure to complete the series of maneu-

vers and configurations uithin time constraints. Thus, the rate at

which he approached stall/departure was more rapid and this itifluenced

his assessment of warning and motion severity, as demonstrated in

Table 16. The greatest differences are for the augmented flight control

configurations, where RC saw considerably less warning and more severe

departure during the reruns. Results for JF, shown for comparison,

reflect quite consistent ratings between the sets, since he always used

a rapid pullup technique.
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TABLE 16

COMPtRISON OF PILOT RATINGS,
INITIAL VS. RERUNS

RC JF
CONFIGU- WARNING MOTION SEVERITY WARNING MOTION SEVERITY

RATION

INITIAL RERUN INITIAL RERUN INITIkL RERUN INITIAL RERUN

A1  2.8 2.9 2.2 3.0 4.8 5.0 4.6 4.3

B 4.2 3.9 2.7 3.1 4.8 4.6 4.5 4.8

C1  4.3 3.6 1.6 2.0 4.0 4.6 3.7 3.9

D 4.0 3.8 3.5 3.0 3.5 3.7 1.5 2.9

A2  2.8 4.3 1.8 3.7 4.8 5.0 4.6 4.5

C2  3.2 4.2 1.5 2.7 4.8 4.1 3.8 3.9
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319C1I0 V11

DPARTUMI SUS MTIILITY CRITEXOE

Pitch control techniques and aggressiveness had obvious influencis

on the departure warning and susceptibility assessments shown in the

previous section. When asked about specific cues and personal criteria

which would prompt the pilot to acknowledge departure and therefore

to initiate recovery, vague answers ware obtained, e.g., "persistent

or continued uncommanded roll or yaw" or "suddon, rapid uncommanded

motion - somewhere around 20-30 deg/sec." However, detailed scrutiny

of the time traces failed to reveal correlation between release of back

stick and various motion quantities (p, r, *, 0, B, etc.). These quan-

tities were always changing rapidly and timing became a big factor.

Deviations of fractions of a second in initiating recovery (or reading

the traces) produced a large variation in the motion amplitudes (e.g.,

see Figures 57 and 58). The greatest correlation was found in A0A

itself - possibly because its rate of change was the slowest of all and

therefore could be read and correlated with the greatest accuracy with

what the pilots saw.

Since the piloting tack required closed-loop attitude control, and
e was considerable evidence of LCDP or 2 being a key parametertherewa cosdabeedec of CD orwben ake armtr

attention was turned to the possibility of a closed-loop criterion. A

bimple analysis of theoretical roll loop stability was found to agree

quite well with frequencies, damping ratios, and divergences obtained

from the time traces. Furthermore, the results corroborated the differ-

ences in pilot techniques and observed warning reported in the previous

section.

This section summarizei the rclationship obtained between the

closed-loop analysis and the piloted uimulation time traces and presents

a closed-loop criterion which is consistent with and explains the seem-

ingly diverse departure susceptibility assessments given by the two Air

Force test pilots.
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A. CLOSED-LOOF ANALYSIS

The lateral stick time trace of Figure 57 (Configuration A1 ) is

typical of most runs for Pilot RC. The phasing between # excursions and

stick deflections indicates little, if any, lead being generated during

the PIO at a - 16 dog and above. Therefore, the simple block diagram of

Figure 78 was chosen to model the unaugaented airframe, control system,

and pilot. A Bode-root locus closed-loop survey plot for Configuration

A1 at a - 16 dog and 8 - 0 dog is presented in Figure 79. Closed-loop

gains and frequencies obtained from strip chart recordings of simulation

runs for Pilot RC are shown on the Bode amplitude plot by the several

horizontal lines (KI) and tic marks (-+-), [For example, at 16 dog AQA

the traces of Figure 57 shoy a pilot gain K. A - 4.5 (13 dB) and fre-

quency w 6 1.8 red/sec.] The frequency of the undamped oscillation

obtained from the strip chart is in remarkable agreement with the fre-

quency for 180 deg phase of the analytical predictions, validating the

assumptions that this pilot is adopting neither lead nor lag in attempt-

ing to control roll attitude. Rather, he is merely reacting with a

normal time delay with stick proportional and opposite to bank angle

excursions .

83(deg)

Pilot Actuator (in,) J(deg)

r 03~ KOVe K4r - ,:• K•T • ( S +13.33,)2

Figure 78. Assumed Pilot Lateral Loop Closure; * + 8atk
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E.°et of Pilot Laore~l • nI i.,

Cate A, Pllotý RC

YO 42 N81k 4.8104 Kqý(- 3.33)(-13,33) 1.2213,61331 - -20 dB
• • (,159)(.346)(13.33)(13,33)(20) ,0622,l.51i" -K.. 13dB

IC dB

in

lOdB -•.4

0
-i .;, ',B-- 7- [ -

+

,01' w (rod/ -,eo ,10 + 10, + 10.0
+ +

++

-- I
+

-I..0

+0

+ I>+
+

+0

0-

-too -_4,

-100- 
9

Figure 79. Survey Plot for Roll Loop Closure;
ao 16 deg, 00- 0 deg
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The measured gains range from about 10 to 20 dB. This Ariation,

identified on the root locus plot of Figure 79, indicates but small

influence on dutch roll divergence. The 13 dB gain point indicates a

mild divergence which is also in agreement with the traces of Figure 57

at 16 deg AOA.

As AOA is increased in Figure 57, the lateral stick amplitude

remains fairly constant but the 0 excursions increase. Thus, the loop

gain (KO) decreases slightly, the oscillation period increases to about

6 seconds (w ' 1 red/see), and a yaw rate divergence develops. Again, a

closed-loop survey plot for a - 23 deg (Figure 80) shows excellent

agreement, i.e., wd I rad/sec and a first-order spiral divergence

of T; 4 2 sec which results from the spiral mode being driven toward the

RHP zero 1/ToI.

Similar trends were obvious from Pilot RC run traces for most con-

figurations. He appeared to be following the neutral stability boundary

of the oscillatory mode and initiating recovery when the first-order

divergence mode exceeded some as yet unidentified divergence rate.

Therefore, using the same pilot model, the maximum X0 boundary for

stable modes was calculated and plotted as shown in Figurte 81. This

showa two boundaries. The upper it the gain not to be exceeded at 8 - 0

and the lower is the reduced limit gain for 8 - 5.5 deg. To the right

(higher AOA) of either boundary a lateral or directional instability

exists and if AOA is increased Ko must be decreased to maintain sta-

bility.

The roll loop gains employed by both pilots were determined from the

time traces and located on similar stability boundary plots drawn for

each vehicle configuration. Figure 82 is the plot for Configuration A1

again, but now showing gain bands for each pilot. The band for RC shows

that he tended to keep his gain within 10 dB above the maximum stable

boundary and to decrease his gain as AOA was increased. On the other

hand, JF started with a lower gain and tended to keep it constant during

the pull-up.
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Effect of Pilot Loterol Loop Closure I /

Case A, Pilot~ RC

120\
yo -' . N btk 3.5187_Ko(-.8938)(I.2742)(-13,33)(-13.33)

A 0 4• .,.54i7) (I.189)(13.33)(13 33)(20)[-.5199,.5905] Will)

2C

.1

Tilt I

- . - -1. 1 - 1 COr -

T r, TT TS 7

.01 w or lol(rod/sec) 0,1 .1.0 10.0

0 
.J

-60-
'; "; .• "' • ',I. ,

S.....-.. •K0, (do) '

-100-

-20- 20

-60 •'''i'*i

Figure 80. Survey Plot for Roll Loop Closure;A
CI -23 deg, BO -0 deg
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Figure 81. Maximum Pilot Gain for Stable 6 stk Closure;
Configuration Al

20-

15- RC>,

,10

Unstable
Stable- 11ý

10 15 20 a (deg) 25 30

Averoge Recovery a
-1. 0 Pilot RC

0 Pilot JF ----

Figure 82. Roll Loop Clomsre Gains Employed with
Configuration Al
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Figure 83 is the gain plot for Configuration A2. Again JF used a

lower, constant gain while RC tended to follow the stability boundary

until the sudden drop. Figure 84 is the plot for Configuration C1 ,

showing results similar to thone for Configuration A1 . This configura-

t•,on is somewhat unusual in that a second stable region exists for 8 0 0

at very high AOA. Figure 85 for Configuration C2 is similar to Configu-

ration A2 except there is no dropoff in stability boundary at high

AOA. The results for Configuration D (Figure 86) are consistent: Pilot

RC followed the stability boundary and hence should detect departure

onset; Pilot JF used a lower, constant gain which suddenly crosses the

boundaries as AOA is increased. He therefore obtained little warning.

The plot for Configuration B is presented in Figure 87. This vehicle is

so well damped in roll that it was difficult to obtain the necessary

data from time traces except for one run by RC.

At the bottom of Figures 82-87 negative values of the open-loop roll

numerator root 1/To, are plotted versus a (at 0 - 0). Figure 85 does

not show this extra plot because w2 is positive to a > 35 deg for this

configuration. Also identified on each plot is the average AOA at which

recovery was initiated bj Pilots RC ( symbol) and JF (0). It will be

noted that:

* In most instances a decrease in the KO boundary
is related to I/To, becoming negative (RHP zero).

Is In all but one case recovery is initiated by both
pilots after exceeding the K. boundary and exper-
iencing negative 1/To (the only exception is
Configuration C for ýihich the numerator roots
always lie in t~e LWP and there is no dropoff in
KO).

"* Pilot RC always employs higher roll loop gain,
always follows the K, boundary, and generally
initiates recovery at lower AOA. Rowever, for
Configurations C1 and C2 he did explore higher
AOAs before recovery.

"" Pilot JF tended to adopt a lower roll loop gain
and kept it constant during his more rapid
(aggressive) pull-up. He generally saw little or
no warning and penetrated further into Lnstabili-
ty regions before initiating recovery.

1
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Figure 83. Roll Loop Closure Gains Employed with
Configuration A2

20-R
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15F

taeUtobl

Stable for 8,-0'0
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F Ava----- Recovery aA I ~I .,ot. .C
1' PP11J

Figure 84. Roll Loop Closure Gains Employed witht

'Configuration C1
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F igur e 85. Roll Loop Closure Gains EMplo-yed with

Configuration C2
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Figure 86. Roll Loop Closure (Cains Employed with
Conf igurat ion D
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Spilot RC
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Figure 87. Roll Loop Closure Gain Employed
with ConfLguration B

The foregoing observation,% appear to form the basis for each pilot's

definition of departure susceptibility (cf. Section VI):

RC: Departure resistant (R) if warning is clear and
consistent

Departure susceptible (S) if warning is unclear,
masked, or inconsistent

JF: Departure resistant (R) iV. always recovered

Departure susceptible (S) if sometimes recovered

Departure extreviely susceptible (ES) if never
recovered

Thus each pilot is viewing different aspects of the departure. Fortu-

nately, this difference a erves to increase the information potential of

the simulation program. This it probably typical of flight test, and

indicative of why such st-all/spin programs should be flown by more than !

one pilot.
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S Be POSSIZrZ DZRAITUDI SUSCWTI$ILIT CaXTINtT

A comparison between departure/spin susceptibility predicted by the

Weissman criterion and the assessments provided by the two pilots is

shown is Table 17. Assessments substantially in agreement with predic-

tion are shown in boxes. Obviously the aggressive pilot observed the

worst possible characteristics of each unaugmented configuration as

predicted by the criterion. The loes aggressive pilot experienced

something quite different. As noted previously, the criterion does not

lend itself to prediction of the frequency-dependent augmented airframe

charcteristics, but these configurations were expected to be lese sus-

ceptible to departure. This influence was observed only by the less

aggressive pilot.

TABLE 17

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND ACTUAL DEPARTURE
SUSCEPTIBILITY ASSESSMENTS

DEPARTURE SUSCEPTIBILITY

CONFLGU- PREDICTED RC JF
RATION

A, ES R 7S

B ES S

Cl S T

A2  NA R ES

C2  NA R S 4

R - Resistant ES - Extremely susceptible
S n Susceptible NA - Not applicable
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One important difference between prediction and simulation was the

nature of departure. Figure 63 predicts predominantly rolling departure

with no indication of yaw departure. Our Configurations A, B, and D

exhibited initial yaw excursions sometimes followed by roll. Configura-

tio C exhibited two or even three different departure modes which were

dependent upon control application at onset of departure. However, a

rolling type motion did predominate. Thus, the Weissman criterion was

not as useful in predicting the nature of departure observed by the

pilot.

The closed-loop analysis to identify causal factors behind the

widely differing pilot ratings for departure/spin susceptibility pro-

duced a strong relationship between pilot ratings for both pilots and

penetration of the roll numerator into the RHP. Figure 88 shows the

value of the real part of the numerator root at the instant the pilot

decided he had departed, or was about to depart, and initiated recovery.

These values are plotted against the AOA at which recovery was started.

(Note this is not the usual root locus je axis.) The points represent

all six vehicle configurations as evaluated by both pilots.

The division between departure-resistant (R) and susceptible (S)

ratings is seen to lie at roughly -0.5 rad/sec. This corresponds to a

time to double amplitude of approximately 1.4 sec. Zeros which lie to

the left of this line apparently limit the first-order divergence to a

rate slow enough for pilots to respond and recover. Zeros to the right

of the line apparently allow divergence rates so fast that the pilots

cannot prevent departure. Again this is consistent with the previously

noted defin-ition of departure whereby both pilots indicated a threshold

on rate of motion; however, the pilots were vague as to the value (e.g.,

"maybe 20 or 30 deg/sec"). One data point in Figure 88 violates the

boundary. This Is the augmented Configuration C2 . In this case the SRI

eliminated adverse yaw and thus made the vehicle more departure resis-

tent (aa viewed by RC). However, it could be departed; and then the

augmentation produced pro-spin control. Pilot JF rated spin suscepti-

bility (and recovery) and apparently rated this configuration accord-

ingly.
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.2 QES.-/ S~OEs

PC R

0 -0,5 -1,0

I/To* or 4wo (1/sec)

Closed Loop Divergence Potential

Figure 88. Departure Susceptibility Rating Versus
Lateral Closed-Loop Divergence Potential

The implication is that if the combined aerodynamics and flight

control system design is such that I/T•I never exceeds -0.5 throughout

the achievable AOA range, the airplane will be departure-resistant. It
should be noted that this criterion places no restriction on open-loop
stability. For example, Cn~dn can be nagative and, in fact, is negal-

tive for Configuration D (tee Figure 62) which is rated dep.,ture-

resistant (see Table 13) by both pilots.

Since W is the dimensional form of LCDP and since, in general,

lI/T 112 & IW2I, then one can relate the above I/To, boundary to an

equivalent LCDP. For the flight conditions, inertias, etc., employed

in this simulation, I/T*l of -0.5 corresponds to LCDP of -0.001. This

coincides with Weissmans boundary between Regions A and B for positive
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Cn~dyn' see Figure 89; however, it is a little more conservative at

negative Cnd. Thus, the results of our simulation are compatible

with and support Weissman's empirically derived LCDP boundary. The key
difference in the criterion is that 1/To, is not restricted to airframe

icteral-directional static coefficients but can be applied to the coz-

pletely coupled 6 DOF airframe with a full complement of augmentation,

stick-to-rudder croasfeed, etc., throughout the aircraft development

cycle.

In addition, results of our simulation tend to indicate that another

boundary might be appropriate in the upper left quadrant of Figure 89 to

create two additional regions, E and F, as suggested in Reference 40.

Region E would be classified as mild directional divergence and moderate

spin tendency. Region F might be classified as severe directional

divergence and strong spin tendency. Note from Figure 63 that our air-

craft Configuration D, which had mild departure characteristics but

little or no spin tendency, would extend into Region 1.

LCDP

I -,002

F A
I -.001

.001 .002 .003 .004

-.003 -.002 -,O A OCndyn

IA
OHM" .. 001

-.002

---003

Figure 89. Possible Modifications to Weisaman Criterion
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Additional support for the limit on 1/TýI can be drawn from the

current MIL-F-8785C spiral divergence limit. The Level 3, Category A

and C Flight Phases requirement is that time to double amplitude be not

less than 4 sec. This limit came, in part, from the Reference 41 inves-

tigation in which aircraft configurations having various spiral diver-

gence rates were rated by twelve pilots in a landing approach task.

Results of that investigation, shown in Figure 90, indicate that diver-

gences having a time to double amplitude of less than 2.4 sec were

considered intolerable. The time to double amplitude (T 2 ) can be

converted to an equivalent first-order time constant (T) by the rela-

tionship

T2  & 0.74T

A plot of pilot rating versus spiral-mode inverse time constant (L/T) is

presented in Figure 91. The current -8785, Level 3 spiral limit is

shown along with the proposed 1/T•l limit.

The two limits are in good agreement when it is remembered that

l/T. represents a pole (modal response) while I/To, represents a zero.

Under closed-loop roll control the migration of an airframe pole to-

ward 1/To, would be dependent upon pilot gain; infinite loop gain would

be required to obtain a closed-loop pole uxactly at the zero location.

A more realistic situation is shown in Figure 92, which is a Bode-siggie

plot for Configuration A1 at a w 21 deg, 0 = 0 dug. The dashed line

terminating at 1/Tol - -0.6 is the locus of the closed-loop first-order

divergence root for increasing gain, K,* Two typical gain lines for

Pilot RC extracted from simulation traces at a - 21 ± 1 deg are shown.

These closures result in closed-loop rooLs at -0.2 and -0.33 rad/sec.

Referring back to Figure 91, it may be observed that these straddle the

*Level 3: "Flying qualities such that the airplane can be con-

trolled safely, but pilot workload is excessive or mission effectiveness
is inadequate, or both. Category A Flight Phases can be terminated
safely, and Category B and C Flight Phases can be completed."
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9- Rating Scale
1- 3 Good
4-6 Tolerable

C 7-9 Intolerable
8-

r.7
0

0

6

1.2 1,6 2.0 2,4 2.8 3.2 3.6
Time to Double Amplitude of Aperodic Motion, T2 o(sec)

Figure 90. Variation of Pilot Ratings with Time to Double Amplitude
of Aperiodic Motion; Landing Approach Condition (from Ref. 40)

-8785C
Level 3

Limit ..Proposed

5 - IToleroble

"6
.1o
4-

"7-

-- [ l_. .. ntolerable

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6
-I/T (0/sec)

Figure 91. Variation of Pilot Ratings with Equivalent
Aperiodic Inverse Time Constants
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Figure 92. Migration of Closed-Loop Pole into RHP with
Typical Roll Loop Gains
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I/Ts boundary and are consistent with the Reference 40 division between

tolerable and intolerable handling. Again, our Pilot RC considered

Configuration A1 to be departure-resistant (R).

The above discussion tends to show that the 1/T*1 limit selected

(-0.5) may not be conservative, since a very tight roll loop closure

could result in closed-loop roots in the intolerable range of Figure

91. Further investigation will be required to determine if the limit
should be reduced.

C. SBUKARY

Analysis and piloted simulation have shown that:

* The pilot's perception of departure suscepti-
bility was found to be correlated with movement
of one root of the roll numerator for lateral
stick control into the RHP of the root locus,
i.e., a nonminimum-phase zero. If pilots could
fly the aircraft to such AOAs, they rated high
AOA configurations which produced a zeroa 1/T
more negative than -0.5 departure-susceptiblt.
If this boundary was not or could not be ex-
ceeded, the aircraft was considered departure-
resistant. This rating is riot a function of the
sign or magnitude of the dynamic stability param-
eter Cn*dyn.

* A value of 1/Ttl - -0.5 corresponds for the air-
frame tested t 1 an effective LCDP of -0.001 and
thus is consistent with and supports the empiri-
cally derived LCDP departure boundary developed
by Weissman. However, results of the simulation
were not in agreement with the types of departure
predicted by Weissman in that negative Cnrdn re-
gions produced yaw or nose-slice type deparfures.

* A value of I/T, a -0.5 also is compatible with
the current MILjF-8785C Level 3 limit for spiral
divergence in Category A and C Flight Phases.

It is suggested that as the aircraft design/development cycle pro-

gresses past the static wind tunnel phasc the Weissman criterion for

departure/spin susceptibility be replaced by a negative I/T~j limit.
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CMC5LEJSICENS AND RUCHOMMTORS

The goals of this research program were to:

0 Identify key design parameters that limit high-
angle-of-attack maneuverability for contemporary
high-performance attack and fighter-type air-,
craft.

* Postulate fundamental aerodynamic and control
system design methodologies that will alleviate
the limiting conditions.

Formulate handling qualities requirements for
high-angle-of-attack maneuvering flight to be
incorporated in MIL-F-8785C, "Flying Qualities of
Piloted Airplanes#"

It should be borne in mind that the results are based on variations on a

single nonlinear aerodynamic model representing a region dominated by

phenomena that are highly configuration-depcndent. Therefore, the gen-

eralizations drawn are in need of further substantiation.

A. MLT MAIEMI-LDIITIU FACIORS

The MOE; crucial factors pertain to limiting the safe flight enve-

lope, i.e., departure from controlled flight. By varying static aerody-

namic coupling and cross-coupling coefficients, the nature of high AOA
characteristics and susceptibility to departure were changed to reflect

nose slice, rolling, and pitch-up departures.

Nose slice (yaw) departures predominated for configurations having

Cn~dyn large, negative. Analysis and prior simulation have shown that
nose slice can be aggravated once sideslip starts by the static aerody-

namic coefficients C1 and Cn These aerodynamic coupling terms can
cause a cross-coupled RHP zero to appear in the pitch numerator, N69tab*

Any simultaneous attempt to control pitch attitude then produces or fur-

ther aggravates directional divergence. The large negative Cnd con-

figurations were prone to flat spins. d
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Rolling departures predominated when a large CX, component made

Cnadyrn positive. These configurations also were prone to wing rock and

lateral PIO. They exhibited at least two different PSG and spin modes,

and were sensitive to maneuver and pilot activity at departure onset.

Pitch due to sideslip, Cm of either positive or negative sign

can adversely influence departure and handling characteristics. Posi-

tive Cm• can produce pitch-up which tends to mask a "g-break" stall

warning cue and oppose pilot attempts to prevent stall/departure via

r.orward stick. Negative Cm0 tends 1o augment "g-break" stall warning

but reinforces pilot-commanded recovery pitching moment to the point

that pitch-roll-yaw coupling may produce violent PSG. The presence of

appreciable Cma can be detected from flight traces of motion about a

nominal zero sideslip via a longitudinal oscillation at twice the dutch

roll frequency.

Unstable open-loop characteristiz modes (poles) alone were not found

to limit the safe flight envelope. If the pertinent control numerator

zeros were favorably located (LHP), the pilot could prevent divergence.

If the zeros were unfs.vorably located (RHP) divergence could not be pre-

vented; in this case the presence of open-loop instability increased

departure severity. TZus, pole-zero locations had influence on depar-

ture susceptibility and severity. In turn, pole-zero locations were

shifted by static aerodynamic cross-coupling derivatives (Ota Ný, MO)

when the magnitudes of these coefficients approached those of the common

static stability derivatives(.t 8 , Na, MC):

"X N'& and H0, in combination, influence the
high-frequency modes of both the lateral and
longitudinal denominators.

* N' and Mp, in combination, influence the zeros of

N stk'

* N' and a, in combination, influence the zeros

of N

stab7
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I, B. ADDITIONHAL FrAIIMG8 AND CONCLUSIONS

One major contribution has been identification and validation that

pilot perception of lateral-directional departure susceptibility is

related to one zero of the numerator Nstk becoming negative. Root

magnitudes more negative than -0.5 rad/sec were consLstently rated as
depari;ure-susceptible, while those less negative (or positive) are rated
as departure-resistant. This criterion reflects a closed-loop diver-

gence rate limit related to the pilot's threshold for uncommanded motion

or ability to cope. As such it is a pilot-centered criterion which

should be applicable for any flight situation, although it has been

identified in a low-Mach-number, fixed-base simulation. It is consis-

tent with the empirically established airframe-alone departure/spin

criterion boundaries of Weissman and extends applicability of that

criterion to highly augmented airframe cases. It is also consistent

with previous in-flight simulation of maximum controllable aperiodic

divergence rates. Finally, it serves as both a design guide and a

flying quality specification item.

The "unstable" (RHP) zero generally results from negative (adverse)

Cno and Cn6stk. It therefore can be alleviated by aircraft configura-

tion and flight control system modifications which principally alter

those coefficients. As noted above, the zero also can be highly influ-

enced by the static aerodynamic cross-coupling coefficients Cna and Cý,.

A second major contribution has been the development and partial

validation of a flying quality rating scale applicable to the stall/

departure/recovery flight regime. It is believed that the scale has

potential for defining the aircraft permissible flight envelope in much

the same manner as the Cooper-Harper scale is now used in defining

flying quality bounds.

The simulation demonstrated the importance of loss-of-control

warning in pilot assessment of high AOA flying qualities and departure

suaceptibility. A gradual and consistent degradation in stability and

controllability was found to provide the best warning; however, the

realization of such warning can be highly dependent upon pitch control
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power. Oscillations such as wing rock or lateral PIO cannot be counted

on for departure warning in air combat if the aircraft can be pulled

through the "warning" region before the oscillation becomes apparent to
the pilot.

Low-frequency dutch roll or lateral phugoid oscillation was found to

mask departure onset. Roll about the velocity vector at high AOA pro-

duces significant "nose" yaw. The pilot has considerable difficulty
differentiating between nose slice onset and low-frequency roll oscilla-

tion about the velocity vector. High roll rate damping (natural or

augmented) was also found to reduce high AOA departure warning and

increase flat spin tendency.

A flight control or augmentation system mechanization which improves

and extends the aircraft controllability range by removing natural

warning can actually be a detriment if the aircraft can still reach some

departure AOA. To be of real benefit such a flight control system must

also prevent departure.

A stick-to-rudder interconnect (SRI) can be beneficial in reducing

adverse "aileron" yaw, thereby providing more favorable LCDP or 1/T•

values. However, if static aerodynamic crous-coupling is strong, the

analysis of Configuration A2 has shown that even small sideslip can

shift the numerator roots in a manner to negate the SRI contribution.

These results also imply that a finite-authority a-limiter may be of

little benefit as a departure preventer if one or more RHP zeros occur

in control loops the pilot is closing. That is, pilot control can drive

the vehicle into a divergence which may exceed the $-limiter's capa-

bility.

Results of this study demonstrate that linear or quasi-linear

frozen-point analysis is applicable to high AOA situations, but consid-

erable caution must be exercised in the interpretation of results where

aerodynamics are strong functions of angles of attack and sideslip. Any

analysis pertaining to such regions must be based on a 6 DOF model with

aerodynamic and kinematic cross-coupling terms, must include non-zero-

sideslip trim points, must view transfer-function numerator as well as
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characterLstic-equation parameters, and must be supported by nonlinear

simulations.

In particular, the results demonstrated the power of vector polygon

and closed-loop root extraction analytic techniques for identifying

cause-effect relationships in highly coupled dynamic systems. The tech-

niques facilitated development of transfer-function literal approximate

factors for the F-4 in high AOA, non-zero-sideslip flight conditions.

C. PROPOSM MIL-F-8785C MODIFIC&TIOUS

Based upon results of this program it is recommended that modifica-

tions to MIL-F-8785C requirements be considered in three areas.

1. Departure frm Controlled FlSght

The current paragraph (3.4.2.2.1) simply requires that "all Classes

of aircraft be extremely resistant to departure from controlled flight,

post-stall gyrations and spins....The aircraft shall exhibit no uncom-

manded motion which cannot be arrested promptly by simple application of

pilot control."

The "uncommanded motioe" requirement should be strengthened to

require that, for roll control input within the service flight envelope

(SFE) the following stability axis parameter values shall be no more

negative thani

Unaugmented airframe: LCDP = Cn Cn -------. 0

Augmented airframe: I/T.i > -0.5

An alternate requirement might be that the aircraft should exhibit

no aperiodic uncoumanded motion which exceeds 20 dga/see and cannot be

arrested promptly by simple application of pilot control. [The value

selected here is based on a rough average of the simulation pilots' 4
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commentary as to their definitions of departure, the spiral divergence

mode limit of Reference 40, and the 1/Tý, limit above.)

Since the SFE specifically excludes stall and departure, the above

criteria would automatically cover high AOA, pre-stall flight. Other

potential locations for such wording are paragraphs 3.4.2.1.1, Stall

Approach, and 3.4.2.1.2, Stall Characteristics.

2. Stall Definition

The current paragraph (3.4.2.1) allows definition of stall to be

based on CLmax; abrupt uncontrollable pitching, rolling, or yawing; or
intolerable buffet. The results of our piloted simulation indicate that

any abrupt aperiodic rolling or yawing motion which occurs without being

preceded by noticeable "g-break" is considered to be a departure, not

a stall, and results in severely downgraded flying qualities. Thus,

abrupt roll or yaw motion should be deleted as an allowable definition

of stall and should not occur prior to stall. If such characteristics

cannot be achieved with the airframe alone, then the flight control

system should prevent reaching the AOA at which the abrupt rolling or

yawing motion is obtained.

3. Departure Warting

The current paragraphs (3.4.1.1, 3.4.2.1.1.1, and 3.4.2.1.1.2)

covering warning pertain mainly to stall. But, since abrupt uncommanded

roll or yaw is also considered to define stall, the Paras. 3.4.2.1.1.1

and 3.4.2.1.1.2 requirements, in effect, define departure warning.

These requirements are based upon fixed margins of Vstall or CLstall and

do not take into account the severity of any post-stall/departure mo-

tion, uncontrolled altitude loss, or mission phase.

Results of this simulation indicated that stall/departure warning

margin should be related to the severity of any uncommanded motion or

SPSG. Time and altitude loss prior to recovery were heavily dependent

upon the initial departure severity; pilot commentary indicated the
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overall departure ratings obtained were heavily influenced by alti-

tude loss and mission phase. Quite obviously, consequences of stall/

departure in a ground attack phase can be more catrstrophir. than in
'•,'.high-altitude air combat. Unfortunately, insufficlero. ditta ware ob-

taried to establish a specific departure warning cr'tf,.1cton.

4. Compliasne Dmonstration

The current specification (Para. 4.1) allows compliance with all

requirements of Section 3 to be demonstrated through analysis. Although

compliance with many of the requirements will be demonstrated by simula-

tion, test, or both, this analysis and simulation program has demon-

strated that linearized, frozen-point analytic results may be, midleading

or extemely difficult to interpret for flight regions where the airframe

may exhibit large static aerodynamic cross-coupling moments. Therefore,

it is recommended that the requirement be changed so that compliance

with paragraphs pertaining to stall/departure must be demonstrated via

simulation and/or flight.
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